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ABSTRACT 

The present study examined the role that relational 

expectations play in determining marital satisfaction and in 

discriminating between married couple types. The 

discrepancy between one's expectations for his or her 

spouse's relational behavior and one's perceptions of his or 

her spouse's actual behavior significantly predicted marital 

satisfaction. In addition, this expectation/perception 

discrepancy was revealed to be a stronger predictor of 

marital satisfaction than agreement between spouses on 

relational expectations. There were few differences in 

relational expectations when compared across couple type, 

however when compared across individual marital type 

significant or near significant differences were displayed 

for the relational dimensions of intimacy, receptivity, 

mutual respect and frustration. A global measure of marital 

satisfaction was developed and the usefulness of this 

instrument is discussed. 



CHAPTER ONE 

RATIONALE 
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Understanding marital functioning is an issue that has 

long been pursued by researchers in communication and 

psychology. Evaluation of marital relationships has taken 

many forms based upon various criteria for determining 

relational effectiveness. Probably the most frequently used 

criterion for assessing the functionality of marital 

relationships is the construct of satisfaction. The 

satisfaction experienced by each marital partner is 

considered by most theorists to be the best predictor of 

marital stability (Lewis & Spanier, 1979). 

A variety of variables have been shown to be related to 

relational sa.tisfaction. Of these, communication has often 

been cited as the primary predictor (Gottman, 1979; Noller, 

1980; Snyder, 1979). Communication, however, is a broad 

concept and several aspects of it have been considered to 

affect satisfaction. For example, relational satisfaction 

has been shown to be positively related to increased self

disclosure (Knapp, 1984; Navran, 1967; Velsma, 1984). 

Gilbert (1976) suggests that this linear pattern is 

representative of the ideal for relationships and that most 

relationships actually show a curvilinear pattern, such that 

satisfaction increases as self-disclosure increases to 

moderate or moderately-high levels. Davidson, Balswick, and 
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Halverson (1983) found that to avoid stress, couples should 

self-disclose at equal levels rather than seek high self

disclosure. 

Additional research has demonstrated that negative 

communication is more characteristic of distressed marital 

couples, and less satisfied couples are more rigid in their 

communication patterns (Billings, 1979; Gilbert, 1976; 

Gottman, 1982). Courtright, Millar, and Rogers-Millar 

(1979) have also shown domineering behavior to be negatively 

linked to relational satisfaction. 

While there has been much evidence supporting the 

relationship between communication behavior and relational 

satisfaction, researchers have yet to understand the 

mechanisms which produce the satisfaction/communication 

relationship. Further research is needed to understand why 

these consistent patterns of communication behavior are 

observed (Planalp, 1985). Several communication scholars 

have directed attention to understanding the role of 

cognition (Planalp & Hewes, 1982) and, specifically, 

expectations to better understand the processes that guide 

patterns of relational behavior (Hinde, 1979; Mischel, 1973; 

Planalp, 1985; Wilmot & Baxter, 1984; Wish & Kaplan, 1977). 

This study was designed to examine the function of 

relational expectations within one specific relational 

context: marriage. 
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Relationa~ Expectations 

Scholars widely accept that every communication message 

has a relational and content component (Bochner ~ Krueger, 

1979; Watzlawick, Beavin, ~ Jackson, 1967). Content 

messages are the denotative meanings of the words, whereas 

relational messages are particularly important in terms of 

expectations, because relational messages are used by 

persons to define their relationships and themselves (Millar 

~ Rogers, 1976). It is these relational definitions that 

allow individuals to enter interactions with " some sense of 

what communicative behaviors are appropriate for the type of 

relationship they anticipate" (Planalp, 1985, p. 3). 

Information gained during these interactions is then used to 

guide future interactions in this relationship. 

Planalp and Hewes (1982) refer to the structures that 

guide this information processing as relational schemas. 

These relational schemas are the "mental representations of 

relationships" (p. 68). Housel and Acker (1979) tie 

relational schemata more closely to expectations by defining 

them as the receiver~s expectations for different ways 

people relate to one another. Hinde (1979) takes a 

complementary position proposing that the best way to 

understand or describe behavior is in terms of expectancies. 

In essence, participants behave " ••• in accordance with what 

they expect each other to do next, next week, or at some 
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indefinite time in the future ll (p.25). The schema-related 

concept of scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977) is also 

expectancy based. Abelson's (1976) definition of scripts 

combines both the receiver- and source-oriented 

perspectives, lIa coherent sequence of events expected by the 

individual, involving him either as a participant or as an 

observer ll (p. 33). In sum, relational schema/expectations 

are the essence of relational definitions and guide the 

production and interpretation of communication messages 

(Planalp, 1985). 

It is important to clarify at this point that 

relational expectations may be prescriptive or predictive in 

nature (Staines & Libby, 1986). Prescriptive expectations 

are expectations about what behaviors should be performed or 

avoided. Predictive expectations are expectations about 

what behaviors are likely to occur. Staines and Libby 

(1986) describe prescriptive expectations as the more 

important of the two because they 1I ••• represent the essence 

of roles ll (p. 214). Wegner and Vallacher (1977, p. 195) 

link prescriptive expectations to relational definitions by 

describing social schema as what a perceiver thinks ought to 

occur. 

Expectancy Violations 

The importance of prescriptive expectations becomes 

clear in Davis and Todd's (1985) discussion of violations of 
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friendship norms. Focusing on prescriptive expectations, 

they understand a violation to be any behavior which one 

perceives as failing to fulfill what a friend should do. As 

such, they link prescriptive expectations to the relational 

definition of friendship, and assume that violations are a 

function of prescriptive expectations. In addition, they 

propose three possible outcomes of friendship violations, 

two of which focus directly on relational redefinition: 1) 

status degradation (e.g., "if he did that he~s no friend of 

mine"), and 2) re-examining the relationship, resulting in 

more caution regarding the quality of the relationship. 

Implicit in their work is the notion that shared knowledge 

is used to construct, guide, and evaluate relationships ar.d 

that this shared knowledge carries expectations (Duck, 

1985). It can be seen, then, that one~s prescriptive 

expectations for an individual are i~plicit in one~s 

definition of the relationship with that individual and, as 

a result, violations of expectations orient one~s attention 

to the interpretation and definition of the relationship. 

If one conceptualizes communication interaction as a 

microcosm of relationships (Wiemann, 1985), two interaction

based expectancy theories (King & Sereno, 1984; Burgoon, 

1978; Burgoon & Hale, 1988) may shed light on our 

understanding of expectancy violations at a relationship 

level. King and Sereno (1984) focus on relational 
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definitions by proposing that utterances that are judged to 

be inappropriate or uncooperative (Grice, 1975) shift the 

receiver'S focus from the content dimension of the message 

to the relational dimension. Thus, individuals are 

understood to hold prescriptive expectations of cooperation 

in an interaction which, when violated, result in relational 

interpretations. Similar to Davis and Todd's (1985) 

outcomes of friendship violations, King and Sereno (1984) 

propose two possible outcomes of violations: (1) try to 

restore the original relational or situational definition, 

or (2) conclude that the relationship or situation is not 

what it was thought to be. 

This line of thinking is consistent with Burgoon's 

nonverbal expectancy violations theory (Burgoon, 1978; 

Burgoon & Hale, 1988). Burgoon states that violations of an 

individual's expectations are arousing and orient the 

receiver to the communicator and/or relationship 

characteristics. Violation behaviors are then valenced as 

either positive or negative based upon personal and social 

expectations and the reward valence of the communicator. 

Evaluation o~ a violation is also a function of the 

magnitude of the discrepancy between the the expectation for 

a certain behavior and perception of the actual behavior. 

The final evaluation of the behavior results in negative or 

positive interactional consequences. 
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Schema theory offers a similar perspective, .positing 

expectations to function as a basis with which to judge 

incoming stimuli and, most specifically to the discussion of 

violations, novel stimuli (Craik, 1979; Planalp, 1985). 

Taylor and Crocker (1981) describe the process as one of 

It ••• matching a schema to a stimulus configuration for a 

goodness of fit" (p. 109). They posit that judging stimuli 

against one's expectations results in psychological feelings 

of disappointment or satisfaction depending on the "goodness 

of fit" and the valence of the schema. 

In light of schema theory and the above interaction

based theories, violations of relational expectations can be 

understood to result in relational evaluations and 

consequences. Assuming that positively valenced evaluations 

are more rewarding than negatively valenced evaluations, 

relational consequences are likely expressed in terms of 

relational satisfaction. That is, individuals will be more 

satisfied in relationships they perceive as rewarding. As 

such, relational satisfaction is, in part, a function of the 

fulfillment of prescriptive relational expectations. 

Therefore, highest satisfaction is achieved in relationships 

where one's expectations are being met and exceeded. 

Relationships in which expectations are only met or 

fulfilled will be somewhat lower in satisfaction, followed 

by relationships in which one's expectations are not met. 



Bochner, Krueger, and Chimielewski (1982) support this 

premise: 

"In our research we assume that subjective 

evaluations of marriage ('happiness', 

'satisfaction', 'adjustment') revolve around the 

evaluator's expectations. Dissatisfaction arises 

when one experiences a discrepancy between 

expectations set and expectations met ••• " (p. 

136). 
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Their research found relational adjustment to be related to 

whether or not the wife thinks the husband is fulfilling his 

sexual-affective (e.g., openly expresses affection) and 

outside task (e.g., maintaining the car) roles. While not 

allowing for positive expectancy violations, these results 

do show some support for understanding marital satisfaction 

in terms of perceived fulfillment of spouses' expectations. 

Two additional studies by Quick and 3acob (1973) and 

Jacob, Kornblith, Anderson, and Hartz (1978) also support 

this relationship between role expectations and relational 

adjustment. Both studies used the Marriage Role 

Questionnaire (Tharp, 1963), a 146 item instrument 

consisting of five subscales: internal instrumentality, 

division of responsibility, solidarity, external relations, 

sexuality. Part one of the questionnaire assesses 

individuals~ prescriptive expectations for their marriage 
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relationship by asking participants to rate the degree tu 

which certain characteristics, which reflect the five 

subscales, should exist in the marriage. Part two consists 

of items used to assess the degree to which these same 

characteristics are actually present in the marriage. Each 

study found discrepancy scores to be higher in the disturbed 

group than for the normal group. In the Quick and 3acob 

study this held true across all five subscales of the MRQ 

except for external relations for males and division of 

responsibility for females. 

In addition to the Marriage Role Questionnaire (MRQ), a 

modified version.of the Relationship Inventory (Barrett

Lennard, 1962) was also administered (Quick ~ 3acob, 1973). 

The Relationship Inventory (RI) is viewed as a measure of 

satisfaction with the emotional relationship (Quick ~ 3acob, 

1973) and consists of five subscales: level of regard, 

empathy, willingness to be known, congruence, and 

unconditionality of regard. The RI was also found to 

discriminate between disturbed and normal couples, normal 

couples displaying higher levels of each of the five 

dimensions measured. Interestingly, however, when the RI 

was held constant the MRQ failed to show a significant 

relationship with disturbance. However, the RI continued to 

account for a significant amount of variance after the MRQ 

was partialed out. These findings suggest that the roles 
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couples play can be understood in terms of relational/socio

emotional variables (Quick & 3acob, 1973, p. 315) and, as 

such, it may be more productive to focus on relational 

dimensions rather than marital roles when examining the 

relationship between expectation-enactment discrepancies and 

marital satisfaction. 

Relational Dimensions 

Synthesizing a variety of literature from various 

disciplines, Burgoon and Hale (1984) have identified a 

number of relational topoi, or themes, that are important to 

relational communication. These include: 1) dominance

submission, 2) formality, 3) composure, 4) emotional 

arousal, 5) task-social orientation, 6) similarity, and 7) 

intimacy, which includes the dimensions of a) affection

hostility, b) inclusion-exclusion, c) intensity of 

involvement, d) trust, and e) depth-superficiality. Various 

studies have revealed that individuals recognize these 

themes in the messages of their partners (Burgoon & Hale, 

1987). Operating as central themes in relational 

communication, these dimensions are posited to be important 

components of relational definitions. Close examination of 

both the Marital Role Questionnaire (Tharp, 1963) and the 

Relational Inventory (Barrett-Lennard, 1962) reveals that 

many of their items can be understood in terms of Burgoon 

and Hale's topoi. For example, the following items from the 
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MRQ's solidarity subscale clearly are elements of Burgoon 

and Hale's dimensions of equality and similarity: lithe 

husband should be the social equal of the wife," lithe 

husband should be at least equal to his wife in 

intelligence," lithe husband and wife should like the same 

types of amusements, such as cards, theater, dancing, etc." 

In addition, the following items from the RI's subscales of 

level of regard and unconditional regard appear to measure 

Burgoon and Hale's dimensions of affection and involvement: 

liMy husband is friendly and warm towards me"; liMy husband 

always responds to me with warmth and interest." These 

obvious parallels between the MRQ, RI, and Burgoon and 

Hale's topoi lends further support to the assertion that 

marital satisfaction can best be understood in terms of 

relational message expectations, as opposed to marital role 

expectations. 

Perceptions and Violations 

The above emphases on subjective evaluations, 

interpretations, and valencing highlight the importance of 

perceptions in understanding relational functioning. In 

fact, Street and Giles (1982) believe that many current 

theories of dyadic interaction fail to place enough emphasis 

on individuals' perceptions of another's behavior. A basic 

postulate of speech accommodation theory (Street ~ Giles, 

1982) states that an individual's perceptions of another 
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person's speech influence his or her response. Roloff and 

Campion (1985) agree, stating that violations of reciprocity 

norms within a marital relationship may be due to 

misperceptions of one's spouse's intent (p. 170). As such, 

expectancy fulfillment in a marital dyad relies on how one 

perceives his or her spouse's behavior, not on the spouse's 

actual behavior. For example, regardless of the sender's 

intent, the statement "I love you" could be seen by a spouse 

to be an endearing phrase or a manipulative statement. 

Violations of expectations are, thus, based on one's 

perception of the spouse's behavior, not on the spouse's 

actual behavior. Depending upon the direction of the 

violation, th~ behavior is valenced as positive or negative, 

resulting in favorable or unfavorable outcomes (Burgoon, 

1986). Coupled with the fact that violations are also 

evaluated in terms of the magnitude of the violation, it is 

possible to view relationships as existing on a perceptual 

continuum ranging from expectations being extremely 

negatively violated to expectations being extremely 

positively violated. Individuals who perceive their 

relationship to exist on the positive end of the continuum 

should experience high relational satisfaction; individuals 

who perceive their relationship as existing on the negative 

end of the continuum should experience low relational 

satisfaction. 
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Satisfac:tion 

It appears, then, that perc:eived expectancy fulfillment 

is intric:ately linked to individuals' assessments of 

relational satisfaction. In fact, measurement of perceived 

expec:tancy fulfillment may offer a significant advantage 

over traditional scales assessing satisfaction. Many 

current satisfaction sc:ales have euilt-in biases equating 

satisfaction with high levels of affection, commitment, and 

time spent together and low levels of conflict. For 

example, the satisfaction subscale on Spanier's Dyadic 

Adjustment Sc:ale (1976) requires kissing your mate daily, 

never quarreling, and wanting "desperately" for the 

relationship to succ:eed, in order to obtain the highest 

rating of marital satisfaction. The~e types of items 

disregard individual differenc:es in marital expectations. 

Utilizing a scale that examines discrepancy sc:ores between 

what one thinks a spouse should do, and what one perc:eives 

his or her spouse as doing, allows for the examination of 

marital satisfac:tion without prior assumption about what 

expectations are present in the relationship. The degree of 

expectancy fulfillment, or positive or negative violations, 

should predict ratings of global ma~ital satisfaction. 

Snyder (1979) has reported that c:ertain subdimensions 

of his satisfaction scale showed significant c:orrelations 

with a global rating of marital satisfac:tion (the global 
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distress scale) reflecting persons~ overall dissatisfaction 

with the marriage. An examination of the subscales that 

correlate with global distress shows that certain items 

actually reflect individuals' perceptions of how the spouse 

fulfills his or her expectations. For instance, wording 

such as II enough II and "too little" require judgments to be 

made about the sufficiency of one's spouse's behavior (e.g., 

limy spouse doesn't take me seriously enough", liMy spouse has 

too little regard sometimes for my sexual satisfaction"). 

These items support the notion that expectations are an 

important component of relational satisfaction. In view of 

the previous discussion~ the following hypothesis is 

posited: 

Hl: A positive linear relationship exists between 

perceived fulfillment of relational expectations 

(dominance-submission; equality; formality; 

composure; emotional arousal; task-social 

orientation; and intimacy, including affection

hostility, inclusion-exclusion, intensity of 

involvement, trust, depth-superficiality) by one's 

spouse and global ratings of marital satisfaction, 

such that, individuals who experience positive 

violations score highest in global satisfaction, 

followed by those who perceive their expectations 

as being fulfilled; individuals who experience 



negative violations score lowest in global 

~atisfaction. 
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It im likely that some relational dimensions are more 

salient in the marriage relationship than others. For 

example, the dimensions of intimacy (affection, inclusion, 

liking) and dominance appear in most relational typologies 

(Leary. 1957; Schutz, 1966; Wish, Deutsch, ~ Kaplan, 1976) 

and, as discussed previously, the dimensions of trust, 

i~volvement, affection, and similarity are elements of the 

Marriage Role Questionnaire (Tharp, 1963) and the 

Relationship Inventory (Barrett-Lennard, 1962). However, 

dimensions such as task-social orientation may be less 

relevant for marital relationships and, as such, they may 

have a limited effect on the relationship in terms of 

expectancy violations. This leads us to the first research 

question: 

RQ1: Regarding the relationship between 

relational expectations and satisfaction described 

in hypothesis one, which relational e~pectations 

(themes) account for the most variance in 

relational satisfaction? 

Perceptual Agreement vs. Expectancy Fulfillment 

The previous discussion addressed the importance of 

spousal perceptions of one another's behavior. The 

relationship between spousal perceptions and marital 
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satisfaction has been supported by various research and 

reveals perceptual agreement to be associated with 

relational satisfaction (Frank, Andersen, & Rubinstein, 

1980; Laing, Phillipson, & Lee, 1966). In contrast, 

however, Fitzpatrick and Best (1979) found that agreement on 

relational definitions does not result in more marital 

satisfaction. How does one reconcile these different 

findings? 

It is reasonable to assume that those couples who 

perceive their expectations as being fulfilled demonstrate 

some accuracy of perception. That is, their spouse may 

actually be fulfilling their expectations, either because 

their spouse understands their expectations or because their 

spouse's expectations actually match their own expectations. 

For example, if both spouses share the same expectations for 

the relational behavior of a husband, and the husband acts 

consistently with these expectations, the wife may perceive 

her expectations as being met and thus experience greater 

relational satisfaction. This is also plausible in light of 

attraction theories which propose that similarities of 

attitudes and beliefs lead to increased attraction (Byrne, 

1971; Berger and Roloff, 1982; Knapp, 1984), and possibly 

greater intimacy. One would, then, expect more similar 

expectations in satisfied relationships and more 

differentiated expectations in less satisfied relationships. 
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However, similarity of expectations does not necessarily 

guarantee satisfaction. Spouses may hold identical 

expectations but fail to realize the congruency, or they may 

lack the social skills or desire to fulfill the other's 

expectations. Therefore, while matched expectations may be 

related to relational satisfaction, one's perception that 

one's expectations are being fulfilled by one's spouse 

should be a better predictor of marital satisfaction. The 

following hypothesis is posited: 

H2: Perceived expectancy fulfillment by one's 

spouse is a stronger predictor of global marital 

satisfaction than agreement of relational 

expectations. 

Gender 

A final issue to be considered regarding expectancy 

violations involves understanding the role gender plays in 

governing responses to violations. Wilmot and Baxter (1984) 

suggest that women monitor their relationships more closely 

than do men, as is shown by their use of "secret tests" of 

the relationship. This relational monitoring may result in 

females being more sensitive to relational violations due to 

increased awareness. Bochner et al.'s (1982) findings 

suggest that the relationship between expectation 

fulfillment and satisfaction is stronger for the wife than 

for the husband. Quick and Jacob (1973) and Jacob, 



Kornblith, Anderson, and Hartz (1978) found significant 

results across both sexes. However, husbands and wives 

showed different effects across the various dimensions of 

the Marriage Role Questionnaire. The following research 

question is posited: 

RQ2: Is the relationship between perceived 

fulfillment of expectations and satisfaction 

mediated by gender? 

Marital Types 
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Fitzpatrick and her colleagues have been continuing a 

line of research, examining marital relationship types, 

which has further implications for understanding marital 

expectations, definitions, and perceptions. Fitzpatrick 

(1977, 1984) posits eight salient relational dimensions used 

to create relational definitions. The dimensions of 

sharing, assertiveness, and conflict avoidance primarily 

address verbal communication behaviors (e.g., " we tell each 

other how much we love or care about each other," limy 

spouse/mate tries to persuade me to do something that I do 

not want to do," "it is better to hide one's true feelings 

in order to avoid hurting your spouse/mate"). Temporal 

regularity, autonomy, and undifferentiated space focus on 

chronemic and proxemic messages (e.g., "in our house, we 

keep a fairly regular daily time schedule," "I have my own 

private workspace," "I open my spouse's personal mail 



without asking permission"). The final two dimensions of 

ideology of traditionalism and ideology of uncertainty and 

change, may have particular importance for expectations as 

they represent prescriptive expectations of how things 

should or ought to be (e.g., "a woman should take her 

husband's last name when she marries," lithe ideal 

relationship is one~which is marked by novelty, humor, and 

spontaneity"). 
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Three major relational dimensions underlie these eight 

factors (Fitzpatrick, 1984). Autonomy/independence 

represents the degree of connectedness of the couple, and 

includes sharing, autonomy, undifferentiated space, and 

temporal regularity. The amount of sharing and the couple's 

organization of space and time will affect the level of 

interdependence. The second dimension, 

conventional/nonconventional ideology, represents the 

beliefs, standards, and values that couples hold concerning 

their relationship and family. This includes the above 

factors of ideology of traditionalism and ideology of 

uncertainty. The final dimension, conflict 

engagement/conflict avoidance, indicates the degree of 

openness to conflict within the relationship and consists of 

the conflict avoidance and assertiveness factors. 

Clustering individuals according to the eight 

relational factors results in a three-cluster solution. The 
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resulting three relational definitions are traditionals, 

independents, and separates. Traditionals subscribe to 

conventional ideologies and values concerning marriage. 

Emphasizing stability and interdependence, they demonstrate 

a high degree of sharing and companionship. Although not 

described as assertive, traditionals do not avoid conflict. 

Independents hold nonconventional ideas about relationships. 

While valuing psychological closeness, the independent likes 

to control physical accessibility. Independents are 

somewhat assertive with their spouses, and also do not avoid 

conflict. Separates hold ambivalent ideological views about 

relationships, in that each partner values conventional 

ideas about marriage and family but also desires relational 

autonomy and freedom. Separates have less sharing and 

companionship in their marriages and avoid conflict. They 

attempt to maintain psychological distance and maintain 

autonomy through the use of space. Interdependence is 

gained through maintenance of a daily schedule. In addition 

to the three pure types just described, six mixed types are 

possible. In general, except for separate/traditionals, the 

mixed types are more similar to each other than different. 

Separate/traditionals, composed of a withdrawn husband and 

companionate wife, exhibit high dyadic adjustment and are 

very affectionate. 

Differences between marital types have significance for 
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understanding the nature of relational expectations in the 

marital context. Traditionals hold conventional views of 

marriage roles and differ from the other two pure relational 

~ypes in terms of desiring more sharing, less uncertainty, 

less autonomy, and less assertiveness. They also express 

positive feelings more often and perceive more self

disclosure in the marriage than do the other two marital 

types. Using Burgoon and Hale's (1984, 1987) relational 

topoi, implications for relational messages are that 

traditionals expect more intimacy from their spouses, 

especially inclusion, affection, and depth. Emphasis on 

sharing and shared time together may lead to increased 

expectations of similarity and involvement. In addition, 

conventional ideas about marital roles may lead to 

expectations of the male being dominant and the female, 

submissive. However, willingness to deal with conflict 

accompanied by a lack of assertiveness may also indicate 

expectations of equality, even within dominant/submissive 

roles. That is, holding traditional values about 

male/female roles does not imply that each individual is not 

valued equally in the relationship. 

Independents differ from the other couple types in that 

they are less conventional in their beliefs, share more than 

the separates and less than the traditionals, show less 

temporal regularity, and have more competitive symmetry. 
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Like the traditionals they are somewhat expressive in their 

communication, perceiving themselves to be high self

disclosers. Expectations of relational messages are likely 

to involve a desire for increased intimacy, although not as 

much inclusion and similarity as the traditionals expect. 

In addition, expectations may include a lack of formality 

and an emphasis on equality. 

Separates do less sharing, have less undifferentiated 

space, and avoid conflict more than the other marital types. 

Also, comparatively, they inhibit the expression of positive 

feeling, perceive less self-disclosure in their 

relationships, and utilize few one-up statements in either 

neutral or conflict situations. Separates, then, expect 

less intimacy across all of the intimacy sub-dimensions, 

than do other relational types. Avoidance of conflict and 

less intimacy may also lead to expectations of less 

emotional arousal. As with traditionals, holding 

conventional ideologies may lead to expectations of the male 

as more dominant. Finally, commitment to two opposing 

ideologies may result in ambivalence of relational values 

<Fitzpatrick, 1984). This ambivalence may result in less 

certainty and rigidness concerning relational expectations, 

making separates' expectations difficult to violate. Thus, 

discrepancies between expectations set and expectations met 

may have less relational impact on separates than on 
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traditionals and independents. 

Mixed types openly express affection to one another and 

show strong patterns of competitive symmetry, although they 

are noted for attempts to compromise when attempting to gain 

compliance from their spouse. Within the mixed types, 

separate/traditionals have been observed to be quite 

energetic when attempting to persuade one another and are 

not likely to compromise. Also, they are very affectionate 

with one another. Relational messages of dominance and 

intimacy (in particular affection) appear to be important to 

all mixed types, with emotional arousal also being salient 

for separate/traditionals. The above discussion leads to 

the following hypotheses: 

H3: Expectations of relational messages from 

one's spouse differ according to marital type: 

a) traditionals expect greater levels of intimacy 

followed by independents, then separates; 

b) traditionals expect greater levels of inclusion, 

similarity, and involvement followed by 

independents, then separates; 

c) independents expect less dominant behavior from 

males and less submissive behavior from females, 

than do other marital types; 

d) independents expect less formality than do 

other marital types; 



e) separates expect less emotional arousal than do 

other marital types; 

f) separates expect less affection than do other 

marital types. 

H4: Violations of relational expectations have a 

greater effect on marital satisfaction for 

traditional and independent couples than separate 

couples. 
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Previous research (Fitzpatrick and Best, 1979) has 

shown traditionals to generally be higher in marital 

satisfaction, followed by independents, and then separates. 

However, this may be due to a bias in Spanier~s satisfaction' 

subscale. As was discussed previously, Spanier's 

satisfaction scale contains behavioral items, such as, "How 

often do you kiss your mate". Such behavioral items may be 

biased toward various relationship types, most 

predominately, traditionals. As such, the present study 

will use both Spanier's satisfaction subscale, and a global 

satisfaction scale that is devoid of behavioral items. The 

following research question is posed: 

RQ3: Does satisfaction across the three marital 

types differ between Spanier~s satisfaction 

subscale and a global measure of satisfaction? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

METHOD 
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The present study utilizes a self-report survey to 

collect data during two stages of analysis, across two 

separate samples. A survey method was chosen because the 

theoretic~l nature of this study focuses on expectations, 

perceptions of behaviors, and perceptions of satisfaction. 

A causal relationship between expectations and satisfaction 

is posited. Exploring the causal nature of this 

relationship will involve a multi-year longitudinal study. 

However, the first step in this process is to confirm the 

existence of the hypothesized relationship. As such, the 

current investigation employs a cross-sectional design. 

Sample 

This study was conducted utilizing two different 

samples. The first sample consisted of 215 married 

individuals (male = 79; female = 136) awaiting jury duty in 

a major southwestern county. Individuals are selected for 

jury duty from drivers' license and voter registration 

records. Responses from sample one were used to examine the 

factor structure of the Relational Discrepancy Measure (to 

be discussed subsequently), as well as to test hypothesis 

one and research question one. 

The second sample consisted of 195 couples currently 
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married and living in the Southwest. The sample was 

originally drawn from Sunday school classes at a local 

church. Because Fitzpatrick (1984) reports close to equal 

distribution of pure couple types in the population 

(traditionals 20%; independents 22%; separates 17%; and each 

mixed type ranging between 6% to 9%) and the church sample 

did not sufficiently represent the three couple types, 

additional couples were solicited. The additional couples 

were students attending classes at a local major university 

or community college, friends of friends, or individuals 

from the jury room sample who indicated they would be 

interested in part two of the study. The final distribution 

of couple types for sample two was as follows: 95 

traditionals, 29 independents, 11 separates, and 60 mixed 

couples. This second sample was used to replicate the 

findings from the first (jury room) sample for hypothesis 

one and research question one, and to test hypotheses two, 

three, four, and the second and third research questions. 

Questionnaire 

Four different measures were used in this study: The 

Relational Discrepancy Measure (ROM), Spanier's (1976) 

subscale for marital satisfaction, a global measure of 

marital satisfaction, and Fitzpatrick's (1977; 1984) 

Relational Dimensions Instrument (RDI). 

The relational discrepancy measure. The content of the 
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first instrument, the Relational Discrepancy Measure (ROM), 

was adapted from Burgoon and Hale's (1987) Relational 

Communication Measure. Burgoon and Hale propose a 41-item 

instrument consisting of eight relational dimensions with 

internal consistency estimates ranging from .42 to .81. 

Because the items from Burgoon and Hale's Relational 

Communication Measure were adapted to a different format 

than previously used, 24 additional items, which Burgoon and 

Hale have utilized in both past and subsequent studies, were 

added to the 41-item instrument to create a 65-item measure. 

For the current investigation, this scale was used to 

obtain six different measures of relational perceptions. 

The first three measures pertain to expectations and 

perceptions of one's spouse's behavior, while the last three 

measures address expectations and perceptions of one's own 

behavior. As such, respondents first use the instrument to 

rate their expectations for their spouses. Secondly, 

individuals assess their perceptions of their partner's 

actual behavior. Third, respondents circle a (+) or a (-) 

to indicate their evaluation of their spouse's behavior as 

previously rated. This provides respondents the opportunity 

to evaluate their spouse's actual behavior as either 

positive or negative. Fourth, spouses assess how their own 

roles (husband; wife) should be enacted in a relationship 

and, fifth, individuals rate how they perceive their own 
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behavior in the relationship. Finally, respondents evaluate 

their own behavior as positive or negative (see Appendix B & 

C). Burgoon and Hale~s Relational Communication Measure has 

respondents rate each item on a seven-point Likert-type 

scale, anchored at each end by the descriptors "strongly 

agree" (1) and "strongly disagree" (7). To retain 

consistency the RDM also used a seven-point scale, with the 

descriptors "always" (7) and "never" (1) allowing for finer 

discriminations when describing expectations and perceived 

behavior. 

The first sample completed only the first three 

perceptual measures assessing expectations, perceptions, and 

evaluations of spouses' behavior. Responses indicating 

perceptions of spouses' actual behavior were subjected to 

principal components factor analysis with both oblimin and 

varimax rotations. The factor analysis utilized respondents 

perceptions of actual behavior because past research using 

Burgoon and Hale's Relational Communication Measure 

primarily focuses on actual behaviors. Factors were 

examine~ ~ith the following criteria adapted from Burgoon 

and Hale (1987): (1) all factors must have an eigenvalue of 

1.0 or better; (2) the scree test must indicate a reasonable 

addition of variance accounted for by each factor; (3) all 

factors must have at least three items with primary loadings 

of .50 or above and secondary loadings must be at least .20 
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below the primary loading for any given item; (4) all items 

remaining in the analysis must have a primary loading of .50 

or better. Because of the exploratory nature of this factor 

analysis these criteria were relaxed at times to allow for 

the creation of dimensions that had high internal 

consistency and greater conceptual clarity. The internal 

consistency of each factor was tested using coefficient 

alphas (see table 2). 

Factor analysis of the 65-item scale resulted in the 

elimination of twenty items that did not meet the above 

criteria. The remaining 45 items were again subjected to 

principal components factor analysis utilizing both varimax 

and oblimin rotation. These analyses resulted in a number 

of possible solutions. The best solution was achieved with 

oblimin rotation resulting in 7 factors that accounted for 

55.7% of the variance (see Table 1). Two of the seven 

factors (representing intimacy and dominance) directly 

parallel Burgoon and Hale's (1987) eight dimensions. 

However comparisons between the remaining five factors and 

Burgoon and Hale's eight dimensions, while revealing some 

conceptual similarities between the two measures (i.e., 

equality, formality), are largely characterized by 

differences. 

Factor one, consisting of 23 items. represents 

relational intimacy. This factor consists mostly of items 



TABLE 1 

Obltatn Flctor structure. Means and Standard Devtlttons: 45-ltea Melsure-

Standlrd 
Itea Descrtptton Hean Devtltton FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5 FACTOR 6 FACTOR 7 

INTIMACY 

Be tnterested tn talttng N1tb DD. 5.39 1.37 .84611 
Show entbustlSD when tllttng wttb ae. 5.02 1.33 .79145 .34248 
Ftnd conversltton wttb Be sttmullttng. 4.92 1.34 .77908 
Be w111tng to ltsten to me. 5.43 1.41 .74429 -.36420 .30750 
Be tntensell tnvolved tn converslttons 4.74 1.46 .72411 

N1th 110. 

Establtsh rlpport N1tb 110. 5.28 1.57 .71920 .39802 
Desire further conversltton wttb me. 5.13 1.50 .70682 
De tnterested tn what I bave to sal. 5.14 1.28 .70236 -.34891 .31209 .30023 
Treat 110 ltte I good frtend. 5.69 1.54 .68805 .31602 .31869 
Be reasonable mth_. 5.36 1.41 .66408 -.35290 .38993 .40443 
Mste 110 feel that we are statlar. 4.68 1.50 .65994 .33639 
Ute me. 5.99 1.42 .65590 .33037 .41223 
IndJcate·tblt.bo/she wants a closer 5.14 1.60 .63757 

relatfonshtp wtth eel 
Be op!n to 81 questions. 5.36 1.54 .60134 .46996 
Be honest when co:.unfcattng wtth ceo 6.14 1.24 .59796 -.30831 .42261 
Show affect ton to me. 5.46 1.58 .58173 
Destre.to aQVI our conversattons to 4.41 1.44 .58121 

deep levels. 

D0I41WCE 

Trl to control the fnteractton. 3.6S1 1.64 .76111 
Act 1101'0 powerful than me. 3.35 1.83 -.32215 .71691 -.35443 -.37568 
Doatnate our conversattons. 3.46 1.68 .69139 -.37716 
Have tbe upper band durtng our 3.29 1.67 -.32582 .66973 -.35915 

conversattons. 
Be tn control of the relattonsbtp. 3.94 1.66 .64876 
Be asserttve wttb De. 4.29 1.44 .52702 -.36277 

• Onll factor loadtngs of .30 or above are lfsted 
~ 
0 



Itea Descrfptfon Mean Devfation 

RECEPTlYITY 

leep the relatfonshfp at an fapersonal 1.44 1.78 
level. 

want to keep our conYersatfons 4.56 1.44 
busfnessl1ke. 

Rot care what I thtnt. 1.76 1.94 
Be unwtlltng to ltsten to me. 1.92 1.81 
Mste our fnteractfons yerl forael. 4.64 1.49 

IIIFORMALITY 

Keep oar d1scussfons fnfonmal. 2.98 1.60 
Mate the conYersatfon fnforael. 2.62 1.52 
Rot attempt to fnfluence me. 3.63 1.36 

FRUSTRATION/DISTRACTION 

Be frustrated wfth ae. 3.98 1.40 
Be dtstracted bl III behayfor. 4.40 1.53 
Be relaxed When talttng wfth me. 5.91 1.33 

DISTAKCE 

Act bored durtng our conversatfons. 4.79 1.74 
treate a sense of dtstance between 5.11 1.77 

htmself/herself and me. 
Be tense when taltfng to aG. 5.32 1.77 

IlUTIIAL RESPECT 

Treat me as an equal. 5.71 1.72 
Wont De to trust him/her. 6.35 1.23 
Be sfncere tn ccaaun1cattng w1th me. 5.92 1.23 
Establtsh cacaon ground wtth &e. 5.31 1.48 
Be ceafortable fnteracttng with me. 5.68 1.36 
Want to cooperate with De. 5.40 1.39 
Act hfgher status than me. 2.31 1.74 

TABLE 1 
(contfnued) 

FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5 FACTOR 6 FACTOR 7 

.71960 

-.66464 

.5B070 .36650 

.56488 .32529 
-.54424 -.43653 

.72162 

.67131 

.56153 

.69738 

.60825 
.66991 -.31290 .43310 .30537 .37027 

-.30388 .75790 
.37105 .40502 .74610 

.33818 .36376 .73777 

.48384 .68822 

.36782 .54773 

.65048 .38301 .60195 

.63178 .58630 

.66616 .36695 .56385 

.65752 -.31872 .35438 .54132 
.55834 -.30080 -.38954 -.51103 

J:' .-
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from Burgoon and Hale's three intimacy dimensions: 

immediacy/affection (intimacy 1), similarity/depth (intimacy 

2), and receptivity/trust (intimacy 3). Because of the 

large number of items on this factor and the desire to use 

certain items on other factors where they had high loadings 

and were conceptually similar, 6 items were not used here, 

resulting in a 17 item dimension with a coefficient alpha 

reliability of .94. 

Factor two is clearly a dominance dimension consisting 

of six items that are all indicators of dominance on Burgoon 

and Hale's scale. The items reflect issues of control, 

power, and assertiveness, resulting in a coefficient alpha 

of .79. 

Factor three's five items address the degree to which 

there is a receptive climate in the relationship. Items 

addressing formality, businesslike conversations, and 

receptivity resulted in a coefficient alpha of .63. 

The fourth factor consists of three items, two of which 

address the degree of informality in the relationship. The 

third item ~oncerns not attempting to influence one's 

spouse. The deletion of this third item resulted in an 

increase of internal consistency from r=.44 to r=.51. 

Factor five addresses the degree of frustration in the 

relationship through three items indicating frustration, 

distraction, and relaxation. The relaxation item's primary 
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loading was on factor one with a secondary loading on this 

frustration factor. Inclusion of this item on factor five 

increased internal consistency of this dimension from r=.31 

to r=.46. 

Factor six consists of three items that reflect 

distance in the relationship. Boredom, tenseness, and 

creating a sense of distance all reflect a lack of 

involvement with one's spouse. The coefficient alpha 

reliability is .73. 

The seventh factor, mutual respect, is comprised of 

seven items with a primary loadings of .50 or better, 

although, five of the items have primary loadings on other 

factors. Because these five items help to further 

conceptually define this factor and because they increase 

the factor's internal consistency from r=.59 to r=.86, the 

factor was retained with seven items representing equality, 

cooperation, status, and trust. 

Reliability estimates for these dimensions were also 

calculated for responses reflecting expectations for one's 

spouse. Overall these estimates were respectable, four of 

the seven dimensions displaying reliabilities above .70. 

However, expectancy reliabilities were slightly lower than 

those obtained for items measuring perceived spouse's 

behavior, ranging from r=.86 to r=.37 (see table 2). 

After factor analyzing the 65-item ROM, the second 
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sample received a revised 45-item instrument containing all 

six measures of relational perceptions. Coefficient alpha 

reliabilities for the seven relational dimensions ranged 

from .91 to .41 for items measuring perceptions of spouse's 

actual behavior, and from .86 to .37 for dimensions 

reflecting expectations for one's spouse. Coefficient 

alphas ranged from .91 to .42 for items reflecting 

expectations of one's own behavior and .89 to .57 for 

dimensions measuring perceptions of one's own behavior. One 

item was deleted from the mutual respect dimension for 

subsequent analyses. Deletion of the item resulted in 

increased reliability estimates for spouse's actual 

behavior, from .60 to .77, and expectations for one's 

spouse, from .47 to .74. Reliabilities are reported in 

detail in Table 2. 

Spanier's satisfaction subscale. The second measure 

used in this study was the subscale for dyadic satisfaction 

from Spanier's (1976) Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS) (see 

Appendix D). Spanier and Filsinger (1983) report that 

content, criterion, and construct validity have been 

established for the DAS as a whole. They also report good 

internal consistency with coefficient alphas ranging from 

.82 to .94. Coefficient alphas for the present study were 

.86 for the first sample and .87 for sample two. 

Global satisfaction scale. To obtain a purer measure 
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of satisfaction, the third measure used in this study was a 

global measure of satisfaction. This measure consisted of 

twelve non-behavioral items, four of which were global 

measures taken from Spanier's scale, and two of which were 

adapted from the Locke-Wallace Marital-Adjustment Test 

(1951) (see Appendi~ E). Internal consistency was r=.92 for 

the first sample and r=.82 for the second sample on all 12 

items. Due to confusing wording one item ("there are few 

major things that I would like to change in our marriage") 

appeared to result in inconsistent responses when compared 

to the other items on the scale, as evidenced by the .07 

multiple correlation with the other items. This item was 

removed from further analysis. The final ii-item scale 

resulted in coefficient alphas of .96 for sample one and .90 

for sample two. 

Relational dimensions instrument. The Relational 

Dimensions Instrument (RDI) (Fitzpatrick, 1977; Fitzpatrick 

& Indvik, 1982) was the fourth measure used. The RDI 

consists of seventy-seven items composing eiqht factors 

(discussed previously) which are used to define various 

marital types. The resultant typology has been validated 

across various studies and has been shown to be heuristic 

and useful in describing, predicting and e~plaining spouses' 

communication behavior (Fitzpatrick, 1984) (see Appendi~ F). 

Overall, the RDI had respectable internal consistency for 
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TABLE 2 

Relational Dlscrepanc), IItlSura: Inter-U .. Rellabllltltl 

Expectat lonl SpOUI.' I E.pectat lonl Own Actual 
for Spoun Actual Deha.lor for Self Dehavlor 

Supl.l Supl. Z Supl.l Supl. Z Supla Z Supla 2 

I. INTlMC' .05 .86 .94 .90 .91 .88 
De Interested In tilting IIUh ... 
5/1011 anthu.I ... ""'an tllklng IIltll ... 
Find conYlrlltton IIUh •• Itl.ulatlng. 
0. lntln .. l, In.ohed In con YIn at 10nl 

IIUh ••• 
De "l1l1ng to Hlten to ... 
o.Ilre further conYlrlltlon .. Ith ••• 
[itablllh r.pport IIlth H. 

De lntlrtlted In ""'It I have to Ill. 
Trllt .. lit a a good friend. 
MIte •• '"1 that ... ara 11al1ar. 
Llta ... 
Indlcata that ha/lha IIIInti a cloler 

r.l.Uonlhtp "lth ... 
0. ra .. onabl. IIlth .a. 
Oulr. to aova our conwe,.atton. to 

deap lavell. 
De opan to ., qutltlonl. 
De honnt ""'on c.-unlcet1ng IIltll ... 
Shall affecUon to ... 

II. DCIIINANC[ .74 .70 .79 .73 .76 .79 
Trl to control tha Interlctlon. 
Act aor. poverful than ••• 
0. In control of tho relattonlhlp. 
OODlnat. our conv.raat 10nl. 
HIY. tho uppar hand during our 

con.arllt 10nl. 
De I".rt tva IIlth ... 

III. RECEPTIVITT -.20 .59 .63 .60 .51 .45 
Keep the r.l.tlonlhlp .t en laparlon.l 

lnel. 
IIlnt to teap our cOftYlrllt Ion. 

bUlln.lll1t •• 
Not cere ""at I thlnt. 
De unlll1ltng to listen to ... 
lilt' our lnt.r.ct Ion. vorl fornl. 

IY. INFORIIALITT .35 .66 .51 .66 .70 .66 
Keep our dllcullloni Info .. al. 
IIIta the cOftversation Infornl. 

V. FRUSTRATlON/DISTRACTlON .29 .34 .46 .38 .39 .57 
De ralued ""'en tilting IIlth ... 
De frultr.ted "Ith ... 
ea dlstract.d bl ., behavior. 

Y!. DISTAnCE .72 .62 .73 .68 .55 .65 
Act bored during our conYlrlltloni. 
0. t.nll ""an teltlng to ... 
trllta • IInll of distance bat .... n 

hl ... 1ffh.rlll' and DI. 

Y II. MUTUAL RESPECT .81 .74 .88 .77 .111 .77 
lIant to cooparate IIlth ••• 
De Ilnc.re In c_nlcattng IIlth a •• 
Eltebllsh COllllOn ground IIlth ... 
Act higher .tatul than ... 
Trllt .. n In aqual •. 
IIlnt .. to tru.t hl./her. 
ea coatortAbla lntar.cUng IIlth ... 



this study, five of the eight dimensions displaying 

coefficient alphas above .65: sharing .90; ideology of 

traditionalism .71; ideology of uncertainty .59; temporal 

regularity .84; autonomy .53; assertiveness .69; 

undifferentiated space .34; conflic.t avoidance .66. 
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Couple type was computed using quick cluster on SPSSX. 

Quick cluster uses a predetermined number of clusters and 

predetermined means for analysis. The predetermined means 

were obtained from the author of the scale. These means are 

adjusted during analysis to reflect the uniqueness of the 

sample currently being used. Cluster analysis assigns 

individuals into one of the three cluster types: 

traditional, independent, separate. Individual scores are 

then paired for each couple, resulting in three pure and six 

mixed couple types 1 • 

Procedure 

The jury sample received the Relational Discrepancy 

Measure (items addressing expectation and perceptions of 

one 7 s spouse) and both satisfaction scales during one time 

period. The second sample received the RDI and both 

satisfaction scales during stage one of the survey. Stage 

two was one to eight weeks later and consisted of the 

complete Relational Discrepancy Measure (containing all six 

perceptual measures)S. The time delay for sample two was 
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designed to help ~ontrol for testing effe~ts resulting from 

responses on the satisfa~tion scales influencing responses 

on the RDM. Particularly vulnerable to influence are the 

measures asking for evaluations of one's spouse's or one's 

own behavior. 

For church couples, both stages one and two of the 

survey were administered during their Sunday school classes. 

Each couple was asked to complete the survey at home and to 

return it the following Sunday. Non-church couples in this 

second sample received both stages one and two 

simultaneously in a questionnaire packet. Instructions 

asked respondents to complete part one and seal it in a 

provided envelope. After waiting at least one week 

respondents were to complete part two. To help ensure that 

couples waited one week, a form was provided for couples to 

record the date on which each part of the questionnaire was 

completed by each spouse. In addition spouses were asked 

not to discuss their responses with one another until both 

parts one and two were completed. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESULTS 

Hypothesis One/Research Question One 
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Hypothesis one posits a relationship between 

expectancy/perception discrepancies and marital 

satisfaction, such that positive violations should produce 

highest levels of satisfaction followed by expectancy 

fulfillment and then negative violations. This proposed 

relationship received support across all of the relational 

dimensions. To test this hypothesis, discrepancy scores 

that reflect an individual's expectations for his or her 

spouse were subtracted from scores assessing perceptions of 

the spouse's actual behavior. 

To test the total variance accounted for in 

satisfaction by each relational dimension, separate 

regression equations were conducted. Satisfaction was 

regressed onto the discrepancy scores for each of the seven 

relational dimensions. Because of the large number of 

comparisons, the Bonferroni correction was used to safeguard 

against Type I error. As such, the significance criterion 

was set at a=.05/7=.0071. Sample one produced significant 

positive correlations for all of the relational dimensions 

across both satisfaction scales. For sample two, all of the 

dimensions except receptivity and informality showed 

significant positive correlations with both the global 
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satisfaction scale and Spanier's satisfaction subscale (see 

Table 3 for sample one and sample two correlation matrices). 

Overall, highest levels of satisfaction were produced by 

positively valenced discrepancies, followed by expectancy 

fulfillment. Negatively valenced discrepancies produced 

lowest levels of satisfaction. 

Stepwise multiple regression provided a test of the 

first research question, supplying information as to which 

relational dimensions are most important in predicting 

marital satisfaction. The stepwise procedure was conducted 

regressing global satisfaction scores onto computed 

discrepancy scores for the seven relational dimensions. 

For sample one the equation produced three significant 

predictors, overall R~=.57, F(3,162)=70.05, p<.Ol. Intimacy 

entered first, b=8.82, t=7.81, p<.05, followed by dominance, 

b=3.45, t=4.63, p<.05, and informality, b=-2.44, t=-2.22, 

p<.05. Sample two produced four significant predictors, 

overall RE=.23, F(4,219)=16.29, p<.05. Intimacy entered at 

step one, b=3.15, t=.2.67, p<.05, frustration at step two, 

b=2.11, t=2.84, p<.05, mutual respect at step three, b=2.86, 

t=2.45, p<.05, and receptivity at step four, b=-1.92, t=-

2.41, p<.05 (reported t-values for this and subsequent 

analyses are those from the final regression equation). 

These analyses were also performed using Spanier's 

satisfaction subscale with similar results. The sample one 



TABLE 3 
Correlation Matrix: Satisfaction and Relational Discrepancy 

Sample One 
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SPANIER GLOBAL INTIMACY DOMINANCE EQUALITY FORMAL DISTANCE FRUSTRATION 

GLOBAL .942 
INTIMACY .7251 .702* 
DOMINANCE .6291 .6221 .601 
MUTUAL RESPECT .630* .587+ .729 .674 
RECEPTIVITY .501* .4361 .648 .538 .557 
DISTANCE .5041 .4851 .625 .415 .464 .576 
FRUSTRATION .3261 .313* .322 .314 .319 .271 .223 
INFORMALITY .4061 .3301 .622 .319 .547 .588 .397 .281 

Sample Two 

SPANIER GLOBAL INTIMACY DOMINANCE EDUALITY FORMAL DISTANCE FRUSTRAiION 

GLOBAL .913 
INTIMACY .4241 .3B7* 
DOMINANCE .2351 .2911 .443 
MUTUAL RESPECT .3461 .385* .628 .509 
RECEPTIVITV .020 .032 .363 .229 .296 
DISTANCE .2111 .2071 .496 .288 .416 .196 
FRUSTRATION .3991 .3711 .50B .449 .494 .244 .401 
INFORMALITY .118 .056 .220 .051 .180 .230 .197 .123 

Ip<.007 



equation produced two significant predictors, overall 

Re=.58, F(2,163)=114.78, p<.Ol, intimacy entering first, 

b=4.48, t=8.61, p<.Ol, followed by dominance, b=2.00, 

t=4.80, p<.Ol. Sample two produced three significant 

predictors accounting for 25% of the overall variance, 

F(3,220)=24.52, p<.Ol. Intimacy was again entered at step 
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one, b=3.05, t=5.00, p<.Ol, followed by frustration, b=1.62, 

t=3.84, p<.Ol, and receptivity, b=-1.28, t=-2.74, p<.Ol. 

In sum, discrepancies for intimacy and dominance were 

the primary predictors across both satisfaction scales for 

sample one. Informality also reached significance for 

global satisfaction. The sample two equations produced the 

same three significant predictors for both dependent 

measures: intimacy, frustration, and receptivity. In 

addition, mutual respect was also a significant predictor 

for global satisfaction. It should be noted that a 

suppression effect is present when the dimensions of 

informality or receptivity enter the equations. As such, 

zero-order correlations must be used to interpret the 

relationship between these these dimensions and 

satisfaction. Zero-order correlations for these dimensions 

reveal positive relationships between discrepancy scores and 

satisfaction, whereas when entered in the above regression 

equations, partial correlations show an inverse 

relationship. The positive zero-order correlations for 



these two dimensions only reached significance for sample 

one analyses. 

Research Question Two 
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Research question two addresses whether the 

discrepancy/satisfaction relationship, confirmed in 

hypothesis one, is mediated by gender. A multiple 

regression analysis was conducted in which relational 

discrepancy dimensions were forced into the equation as a 

block at step one of the procedure and gender was forced in 

at step two. Relational discrepancy by gender interaction 

terms were forced in as a block at step three. The Re 

change at step three for global satisfaction was 

nonsignificant at the .05 level of significance, Re 

change=.04, F change(7,207)=.64, revealing no gender by 

discrepancy interaction. This analysis was repeated using 

Spanier's' satisfaction subscale. Again the results were 

nonsignificant at the .05 level, Re change=.03, F 

change(7,207)=.59. Main effects for the relational 

dimensions were previously discussed. To conclude, no 

significant effect for a gender by discrepancy intera~tion 

was displayed for either satisfaction scale. 

HypotheSis Two 

Hypothesis two received strong support, positing that 

valenced dis~repancy scores between expected and observed 

behavior for one's spouse are better predictors of marital 
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satisfaction than agreement between spouses on relational 

expectations. To examine this hypothesis, husband and wife 

agreement scores were computed for both spouses across the 

relational dimensions. Agreement on expectations for wife's 

behavior was calculated using the absolute value of the 

difference scores between the husband's expectations of 

wives and the wife's expectations of wives. Agreement on 

expectations for husbands' behavior was calculated in the 

same manner using the wife's expectations for husbands and 

the husband's expectations for husbands. In three separate 

sets of analysis, four dependent measures (husband's global 

satisfaction, wife's global satisfaction, husband's Spanier 

satisfaction, wife's Spanier satisfaction) were regressed on 

husband and wife agreement scores and husband and wife 

relational expectation discrepancy scores. 

For the first set of analyses, stepwise regression was 

performed. With wife's global satisfaction serving as the 

dependent variable, three independent variables were used: 

(1) the discrepancy between wife's expectancy and husband's 

perceived behavior, (2) agreement on husband's expected 

behavior and, (3) agreement on wife's expected behavior. 

The analysis was repeated for husband's global satisfaction 

using, (1) the discrepancy between husband's expectancy and 

wife's behavior, (2) agreement on husband's expected 

behavior and, (3) agreement on wife's expected behavior, as 



independent variables. The Bonferroni correction was used 

to set the significance criterion, ~=.05/7=.0071. Results 

strongly supported the hypothesis (see table 4). 
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Following are the results for husband's global 

satisfaction. The first equation produced two significant 

predictors, F(2,117)=24.83, p<.0071, the discrepancy between 

husband's expectancy and wife's intimacy entering first, 

t=5.65, p<.Ol, and agreement on expected wife's intimacy 

entering second, t=-4.77, p<.Ol. The equation for dominance 

produced one significant predictor, F(1,117)=19.45, p<.0071, 

the discrepancy between husband's expectancy and wife's 

dominance, t=4.41, p<.Ol. The third equation produced two 

significant predictors, F(2,118)=17.17, p<.0071, the 

discrepancy between husband's expectancy and wife's mutual 

respect entering first, t=5.24, p<.Ol, with agreement on 

wife's expected mutual respect entering second, t=-2.80, 

p<.Ol. The only other significant predictor of husband's 

global satisfaction was the discrepancy between husband's 

expectancy and wife's frustration, F(1,119)=36.44, p<.0071, 

t=6.04, p<.Ol. 

The results for wife's global satisfaction are as 

follows. The equation for intimacy produced two significant 

predictors, F(2,118)=30.01, p<.0071: the discrepancy 

between wife's expectancy and husband's intimacy, t=7.07, 

p<.Ol, and agreement on wife's expected intimacy, t=-3.01, 



TABLE 4 
Betas and Correlations for Relational Dimensions 

and Global Satisfactionl 

Relational 
Dimensionse •3 

HD W Intimacy 
A W Intimacy 
A H Intimacy 
WD H Intimacy 

B SE B 

7.01 1.24 
-6.27 1.3J 

HD 101 Dominance 4.09 .93 
A W Dominance 
A H Dominance 
WD H Dominance 

HD 101 HutuaI Res 5.60 1.07 
A W nutuaI Res -3.44 1.23 
A H Hutual Res 
WD H Mutual Res 

HD W R~ceptivity 
A W Receptivity 
A H Receptivity 
WD H Receptivity 

HD W Distance 
A W Distance 
A H Distance 
WD H Distance 

HD W Frustrat 4.04 .67 
A W Frustrat 
A H Frustrat 
WD H Frustrat 

HD W Informal 
A I~ In'forlIlal 
A H Informal 
WD H Infc.nal 

Husband 

SE B 

.44 .16 
-.37 .14 -4.69 1.56 

.38 

.42 
-.23 

.49 

.14 

.17 

.05 

.23 

6.65 .94 

4.47 1.11 

7.2B 1.0B 

-2.97 1.16 

2.B4 1.04 

2.74 .69 

-2.71 1.14 
5.16 .93 

Wife 

Standard 
B 

-.26 

.53 

.35 

.52 

-.22 

.23 

.33 

-.19 
.44 

1 Only significant findings are reported, overall lodel p<.0071, betas p(.05. 

.05 

.29 

.12 

.27 

.05 

.06 

.11 

.04 

.21 
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e HD W = discrepancy between husband's expectancy and wife's behavior; A W = agrp.eeent on Mife's 
expected behavior; A H = agreement on husband's expected behavior; WD H = discrepancy between 
wife's expectancy and husband's behavior. 

3 HD 101, A 101, and A H Here used for husband's analyses; WD H, A H, and A W Here used for wife's 
analyses. 
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p<.Ol. The second equation produced one significant 

predictor, F(1,118)=16.28, p<.0071, entering the discrepancy 

between wife's expectancy and husband's dominance, t=4.04, 

p<.Ol. The equation representing mutual respect also 

produced one significant predictor, F(1,121)=45.57, p<.0071: 

the discrepancy between wife's expectancy and husband's 

mutual respect, t=6.75, p<.Ol. The equation for receptivity 

produced two significant predictors, F(2,121)=7.07, p<.0071. 

Entering first was the discrepancy between wife's expectancy 

and husband's receptivity, t=2.72, p<.Ol, and entering 

second was agreement on wife's expected receptivity, t=-

2.57, p<.05. Distance produced one significant predictor, 

F(1,124)=15.66, p<.007, entering the discrepancy between 

wife's expectancy and husband's expected distance, t=3.96, 

p<.Ol. The final equation produced two significant 

predictors, F(2,121)=19.94, p<.0071, first entering the 

discrepancy between wife's expectancy and husband's 

frustration, t=5.53, p<.Ol, followed by agreement on 

husband's expected frustration, t=-2.37, p<.05. 

In summary of these first analyses, the hypothesis was 

strongly supported. Every regression equation that reached 

significance revealed discrepancy scores to account for the 

most variance in predicting marital satisfaction. 

A second set of analyses was also performed using 

stepwise regression. Independent variables included the 
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discrepancy between husband's or wife's expectancy and 

spouse's behavior for all seven relational dimensions, and 

agreement on spouse's expected behavior, across all seven 

relational dimensions. However, rather than creating 

$eparate regression equations for each relational dimension, 

this second set of analyses includes all of the independent 

variables in the same equation. The equation produced three 

significant predictors for husbands' global satisfaction, 

Re=.34, F(3,99)=17.29, p<.Ol. The discrepancy between 

husband's expectancy and wife»s frustration entered first, 

b=2.87, t=4.07, p<.Ol, agreement on wife's expected intimacy 

entered second, b=-4.44, t=-3.42, p<.Ol, and third was the 

discrepancy between wife's expectancy and husband's 

intimacy, b=2.16, t=2.34, p<.05. 

Wife's global satisfaction also produced three 

significant predictors, Re=.25, F(3,99)=lO.96, p<.Ol. Step 

one entered agreement on wife's expected intimacy, b=-5.10, 

t=-3.15, p<.Ol. Step two entered the discrepancy between 

wife's expectancy and husband's mutual respect (i.e., does 

the husband treat the wife as an equal, does he cooperate 

with her), b=4.47, t=3.45, p<.Ol, and step three entered the 

discrepancy between husband's expectancy and wife's 

frustration, b=1.85, t=2.15, p<.05. 

Analysis was also performed utilizing Spanier's 

satisfaction subscale. Analysis with Spanier's subscale 
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produced the same three predictor variables for husbands as 

did the global scale, Re=.31, F(3,99)=15.11, p<.Ol: (1) 

discrepancy between husband~s expectancy and wife's 

frustration, b=1.72, t=3.91, p<.Ol; (2} agreement on wife's 

expected intimacy, b=-2.26, t=-2.80, p<.Ol; and, (3) 

discrepancy between wife's expectations. and husband's 

intimacy, b=1.45, t=2.S4, p<.05. 

Wife's satisfaction, as rated on Spanier~s scale, 

produced five significant predictors. The five variables 

accounted for 35% of the overall variance, F(5,97)=10.37, 

p<.Ol. Step one entered the discrepancy between wife~s 

expectancy and husband's frustration, b=1.51, t=2.13, p<.05, 

and step two entered the discrepancy between husband's 

expectancy and wife's frustration, b=1.16, t=2.40, p<.05. 

Agreement on the wife's expected mutual respect entered at 

step three and has the largest t-value in the final 

equation~ b=-2.36, t=-2.94, p<.Ol. Steps four and five 

entered the discrepancy between wife's expectancy and 

husband's receptivity, b=-1.61, t=-2.54, p<.05, and the 

discrepancy between wife's expectancy and husband's 

intimacy, b=1.92, t=2.24, p<.05. 

To summarize these stepwise analysis results, seven 

different variables significantly predicted satisfaction on 

at least one of the four dependent measures. The 
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discrepancy between husband's expectancy and wife's 

frustration was the only significant predictor for all four 

dependent measures. Agreement on wife's expected intimacy 

and the discrepancy between wife's expectancy and husband's 

intimacy were the other two significant predictors of 

husband's satisfaction for both satisfaction scales. In 

addition, the discrepancy between wife's expectation and 

husband's mutual respect predicted wife's global 

satisfaction, while agreement on wife's expected mutual 

respe~t and the discrepancy between wife's expectancy and 

husband's frustration and husband's receptivity predicted 

wife's Spanier satisfaction. 

Because the stepwise analysis restricts the number of 

variables that are likely to enter the equation, it was 

deemed useful to examine the overall effect of agreement 

when compared to the overall effect of discrepancy 

evaluations. As such, a subsequent regression analysis was 

conducted in which husband and wife agreement scores were 

treated as a block to be entered first in the regression 

equation. Husband and wife discrepancy scores were treated 

as a block at step two. 

None of the four dependent measures (husband global 

satisfaction; wife global satisfaction; husband Spanier 

satisfaction; wife Spanier satisfaction) revealed a 

significant overall relationship with husband and wife 
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agreement. However, three of the four regression equations 

resulted in a significant R square change when discrepancy 

scores were entered at step two: husband global 

satisfaction, Re change=.23, F change(14,74)=2.31, p<.05; 

husband Spanier satisfaction, Re change=.24, F 

change(14,74)=2.29, p<.05; wife Spanier satisfaction, Re 

change=.29, F(14,74)=2.63, p<.05. While the increment in 

variance accounted for only approached significance for wife 

global satisfaction, Re change=.21, F change(14,74)=1.78, 

p<.06, the overall model did reach significance, Re=.38, 

F(28,74)=1.64, p<.05. 

Analysis of this hypothesis clearly supports the 

primary relationship between discrepancy scores for 

relational discrepancies and marital satisfaction. However, 

it is evident that perceptual agreement still plays a role 

in accounting for significant variance in relational 

satisfaction. 

Hypothesis Three 

Hypothesis three examined differences in relational 

expectations across couple type. In order to test this 

hypothesis, contrasts were first conducted between the six 

mixed couple types in order to determine whether to treat 

mixed types collectively or as separate couple types. 

Multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the six 

mixed types. Couple type served as the independent variable 
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and couple scores for both the global satisfaction scale and 

Spanier's satisfaction subscale served as dependent 

variables. The overall model was not significant, A=.76, 

F(5,51)=1.45. 

Mixed types were also examined for differences across 

the relational dimensions. The analysis examined 

differences by mixed type for relational expectations. 

Means were calculated for each relational dimension, 

combining husband and wife expectations of spouse with 

husband and wife expectations of self. This resulted in a 

couple expectation score for each relational dimension in 

the relationship. A multivariate analysis of variance 

yielded no significant differences between the means, A =.22, 

approx F(5,25)=1.02. 

Due to the lack of significant differences between 

mixed couple types, all six mixed types were treated as one 

unit for subsequent analyses. 

Hypothesis three posited seven separate relationships 

between the seven dimensions of relational expectations and 

couple type, most of which were not supported. Specific 

predictions were tested via multivariate analysis of 

variance, using analysis of variance with the Tukey HSD 

procedure to contrast planned comparisons and the Student

Newman-Keuls procedure for post-hoc comparisons. The 

overall multivariate analysis of variance model was not 
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significant, n=.78, approx F(3,107)=1.25, although there was 

a significant univariate effect for receptivity, 

F(3,107)=5.46, p<.05 (see table 5). The Student-Newman-

Keuls procedure found significant differences only between 

traditionals and mixed couples for receptivity. Mixed 

couples revealed a higher desire for receptivity than 

traditionals (see table 6). 

Table 5 
MANOVA: Relational Dimensions by Couple Type 

Univariate Effects 

Relational 
Dimensions df f P 

INTIMACY 3,102 1.129 .341 
DOMINANCE 3,102 .734 .534 
MUTUAL RESPECT 3,102 .698 .555 
RECEPTIVITY 3,102 5.460 .002 
DISTANCE 3,102 .704 .552 
FRUSTRATION 3,102 1.066 .367 
INFORMALITY 3,102 1.478 .225 

Although Fitzpatrick's Relational Dimension Instrument 

was designed to examine couple types, it is reasonable to 

also examine each individual's type, apart from his or her 

spouse. That is, variables such as an individual's 

communication patterns are visibly influenced by one's 

partner, and so may be examined by couple. However 

expectations, while no doubt influenced by one's partner, 

are the sole possession of each individual. As such, the 

analysis described previously for hypothesis three was 

repeated using individual marital type as a substitute for 
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Table 6 
Hypothesis Three: Pre-planned nnd Post-Hoc Comparisons 

Couple Type by Relational Dimensions 

Relational 
Dimensionsl 
Couple type n Means SD 

Intimacy 123 
traditional 62 
independent 20 
separate 6 
mixed 35 

Dominance 120 
traditional 62 
independent 20 
separate 6 
mixed 32 

Mutual Respect 124 
traditional 63 
independent 20 
separate 6 
mixed 35 

Receptivity 124 
trad i t ional 63 
independent 20 
separate 6 
mixed 35 

Frustration 
traditional 
independent 
separate 
mixed 

Distance 
traditional 
independent 
separate 
mixed 

Informal 
traditional 
independent 
separate 
mi xed 

116 
61 
17 

5 
33 

123 
64 
20 

5 
34 

122 
62 
20 

5 
35 

5.98 
6.05 
5.90 
5.81 
5.92 

3.04 
3.00 
3.08 
2.88 
3.13 

6.34 
6.38 
6.24 
6.28 
6.33 

.41 

.38 

.47 

.38 

.41 

.59 

.61 

.49 

.66 

.63 

.39 

.38 

.47 

.14 

.39 

5.03 .54 
5.16 .48 
4.95 .61 
5.26 .47 
4.81 .55 

5.48 
5.56 
5.37 
5.28 
5.44 

6.15 
6.23 
5.99 
6.08 
6.09 

2.67 
2.53 
2.84 
2.40 
2.85 

.46 

.50 

.30 

.76 

.41 

.63 

.66 

.57 

.55 

.60 

.77 

.73 

.74 

.43 

.85 

Anova F 

1.63 

.53 

.70 

3.86 

1.30 

.94 

1.83 

significant (p<.05) post-hoc comparisons 

p 

.19 

.66 

.56 

.01 

.28 

.42 

.15 

Significant Differences 
between groups 

traditionals-mixed' 



couple type. For instance, a separate/traditional couple 

was treated as a mixed couple in the previous analysis, 

whereas the present analysis classified the husband as a 

separate and the wife as a traditional 4 • 
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Using individual marital type as the predictor variable 

resulted in marginal support for hypothesis three. The 

overall multivariate analysis of variance model was 

significant, A=.90, F(2,245)=1.91, p<.05, with intimacy, 

F(2,245)=5.10, p<.Ol, mutual respect, F(2,245)=3.24, p<.05, 

and receptivity, F(2,245)=4.97, p<.Ol, all resulting in 

significant univariate effects. Frustration displayed a 

trend toward significance, F(2,245)=2.06, p<.08 (see table 

7). 

Further examination using the Tukey HSD procedure for 

planned comparisons supported hypothesis 3a and 3b, 

F(2,257)=5.54, p<.Ol. Traditional couples revealed higher 

expectations for intimacy than did independents (see table 8 

for the results of both planned and post-hoc comparisons). 

Hypothesis 3d, which posited that independents would expect 

less receptivity than other couple types, was not supported, 

F(2,259)=4.08, p<.05, traditionals showing a desire for less 

receptivity when compared to independents. Finally, while 

the overall analysis of variance for mutual respect, 

F(2,259)=2.65, p<.lO, and frustration, F(2,251)=2.86, p<.10, 

approached significance, the post-hoc analysis, using the 



Table 7 
MANOVA: Relational Dimensions by Individual Marital Type 

Univariate Effects 

Relational 
Dimensions df f p 

Intimacy 2,240 5.10 .007 
Dominance 2.240 .38 .682 
Mutual respect 2,240 3.24 .041 
Receptiv.ity 2,240 4.97 .008 
Distance 2,240 1.19 .306 
Frustration 2,240 2.65 .072 
Informality 2,240 1.49 .228 

Student-Newman-Keuls procedure, revealed no significant 

differences between the means. 

Hypothesis Four 
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Hypothesis four, positing that separates' satisfaction 

is less affected by expectancy fulfillment and violations 

than is independents' and traditionals' satisfaction, was 

not supported. A series of regression analyses were 

conducted, each equation consisting of two main effects (the 

calculated discrepancy scores for a relational dimension and 

marital type, represented by dummy coded variables 

contrasting traditionals and separates, and independents and 

separates), and the two resulting interaction vectors which 

represent the relationship between marital type and 

relational expectation discrepancy as it affects 

satisfaction. Interaction vectors were forced into the 

equation last in order to test the increment in variance 

accounted for by the interaction. Using the Bonferroni 



Relational 
Dimensionsl 
Couple type 

Table 8 
Hypothesis Three: Pre-planned and Post-Hoc Comparisons 

Individual Marital Type by Relational Dimensions 

n Means SO Anova F p 

Significant Differences 
between groups 

based on t-tests 
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Intimacy 
traditional 
indep 
separate 

261 
168 
62 
31 

5.98 
6.06 
5.85 
5.82 

.53 

.49 

.56 

.60 

5.54 .01 traditional-independent ' 

Dominance 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

Mutual Respect 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

Recept ivi ty 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

Distance 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

Frustration 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

Informality 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

258 
166 
62 
30 

262 
169 
62 
31 

262 
169 
62 
31 

261 
169 
62 
30 

254 
166 
58 
30 

260 
168 
62 
30 

3.06 
3.04 
3.07 
3.14 

6.35 
6.39 
6.22 
6.36 

5.04 
5.13 
4.85 
4.89 

6.17 
6.23 
6.05 
6.07 

5.49 
5.56 
5.36 
5.39 

2.67 
2.63 
2.86 
2.52 

.77 

.77 

.71 

.88 

.51 

.51 

.55 

.42 

.74 

.69 

.78 

.81 

.76 

.76 

.70 

.84 

.62 

.64 

.54 

.64 

1.04 
1.07 
.97 
.96 

.24 .78 ns differences 

2.65 .07 ns differences 

4.08 .02 traditional-independents~ 

1.55 .21 ns differences 

2.86 .06 ns differences 

1.53 .22 ns differences 

significant <p<.05) planned comparisons in the hypothesized direction 
comparisons opposite the hypothesized direction 
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correction the significance criterion was set at 

a=.05/7=.0071. None of the predicted relationships reached 

significance. 

However, had the hypotheses been non-directional, 

several interesting findings would have been revealed. As 

such, the following discussion must be considered only 

exploratory in nature and conclusions speculative at best. 

Using global satisfaction as the dependent measure, two 

relational dimensions, intimacy and receptivity, displayed 

significant interactions with couple type, Re change=.033, F 

(2,217) change=5.35, p<.007, Re change=.058, F (2,217) 

change=8.41 , p<.007, respectively. The overall regression 

equation for intimacy is: 

Y'=53.368 + 8.405Xl + 2.528X2 + 5.794X3 - 3.215X4 + 3.794X5 

in which Xl is the dummy coded contrast between traditional 

and separates; X2 contrasts independents and separates; X3 

represents intimacy; X4 is the interaction between Xl and 

X3; and X5 is the interaction between X2 and X3. Following 

are the separate regression equations calculated for each 

couple type (Pedhazur, 1982) for intimacy: 

traditionals y'=61.735 + 2.687X 

independents y'=55.662 + 9.926X 

separates y'=53.326 + 6.008X 

It should be noted that while the overall block of 

interactions added a significant amount of variance to the 
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equation, neither of the interaction terms alone was 

significant at the .05 level of significance: X4, t=-1.58, 

X5, t=1.47. The values of the slopes would suggest that 

discrepancies between intimacy expectations and perceptions 

have a greater effect on satisfaction for independents, 

followed by separates and then, contrary to predictions, 

traditionals (see figure 1). 

The overall regression equation for receptivity is: 

Y'=51.893 + 10.066X1 + 2.716X2 - 4.128X3 + 4.139X4 + 8.254X5 

The above terms represent the same variables as identified 

previously except for X3 which now represents receptivity. 

Separate regression equations are as follows: 

traditionals y'=61.959 + .011X 

independents y'=54.609 + 4.126X 

separates y'=51.893 - 4.128X 

Here both interactions reach statistical significance: X4, 

t=2.32, p<.05; X5, t=4.10, p<.01, indicating that the slope 

for separates is significantly different from traditionals 

and independents. Changes in receptivity appear to have 

little effect on traditionals, while independents display 

the steepest positive relationship (see figure 2). 

Separates~ interestingly, reveal an inverse relationship 

between valenced discrepancies and satisfaction, 'such that, 

negative violations produce highest levels of satisfaction 

followed by expectancy fulfillment and, finally, positive 
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violations. 

Analyses were also performed using Spanier's subscale 
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as the dependent variable. A trend toward significance was 

attained for receptivity, F(5,217)=11.85, p<.007, Re 

change=.03, F change=4.304, p<.05. The overall model and 

separate equations for receptivity are: 

Y'=36.435 + 5.843Xl + 1.738X2 - 2.012)X3 + 1.883X4 + 3.618X5 

traditionals y'=42.278 - .129X 

independents y'=38.173 + 1.606X 

separates y'=36.435 - 2.012X 

The separate regression equations show similar, but weaker, 
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relationships to those describing receptivity and global 

satisfaction (see figure 3). 

Research Question Three 
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Research question three examines potential differences 

between the global satisfaction scale and Spanier's 

satisfaction subscale in describing levels of satisfaction 

for each marital type. The correlation between the two 

scales was r=.942 for the first sample, and r=.913 for the 

second sample. Annlyses examined couple scores for 

satisfaction (the mean of both spouses' scores) by couple 
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type. Multivari~~e analysis of variance resulted in a 

significant overall model, =.64, F(3,184)=15.40, p<.Ol, 

with both univariate effects significant: global, 

F(3,184)=30.91, p<.Ol; Spanier, F(3,184)=25.34, p<.Ol. 

Further analyses were performed using the Tukey HSD 

procedure. The Tukey procedure was chosen because past 

research (Fitzpatrick & Best, 1979) suggests that 

traditionals are highest in satisfaction, followed by mixed 

couples, independents, and then separates. In addition, 

because the Tukey procedure is less prone to Type 1 error, 

it offers more opportunity to discriminate between the two 

scales. The overall analysis of variance for global 
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satisfaction was significant, F(3,188)=31.30, p<.Ol, with 

all four couple types exhibiting significant differences 

from one another. Traditionals displayed highest levels of 

satisfaction, followed by mixed, independent, and separate 

couples. The analysis for Spanier's scale was also 

significant, F(3,184)=25.34, p<.Ol, as all contrasts, except 

for the independent-mixed comparison, obtained significant 

differences. Means displayed the same rank order as with 

the global scale (see table 9). 

A second set of analyses was conducted using individual 

marital type and individual scores for satisfaction. The 

overall multivariate analysis of variance model was again 

significant, =.79, F(2,385)=24.53, p<.Ol, with both 

univariate tests significant: global, F(2,385)=49.69, 

p<.Ol; Spanier, F(2,385)=49.92, p<.Ol. Analysis of variance 

was significant for global satisfaction, F(2,389)=50.15, 

p<.Ol, all contrasts between individual marital type 

revealing significance. The analysis of variance for 

Spanier's scale was also significant, F(2,385)=49.92, p<.Ol. 

All three marital type means were significantly different 

from one another. Both scales revealed traditionals to have 

highest levels of satisfaction, followed by independents, 

and separates (see table 10). 



Satisfaction 

Spanier 
traditional 
independent 
separate 
mi xed 

Global 
traditional 
independent 
separate 
mi xed 

significant 

Satisfaction 

Spal"lier 
traditional 
i Ijdependent 
separate 

Global 
traditional 
independent 
separate 

significant 

n Means 

188 40.49 
92 42.74 
29 37.44 
10 32.84 
57 39.75 

192 58.92 
93 62.51 
29 53.34 
10 44.64 
60 58.43 

Table 9 
Research Question Three 

Couple Type by Satisfaction 
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Significant Differences 
SO Anova F p between groups' 

4.97 25.34 .01 traditional-independent 
2.95 traditional-separate 
6.00 traditional-mixed 
6.33 independent-separate 
4.45 separate-mixed 

8.08 31.30 .01 traditional-independent 
3.68 traditional-separate 

11.03 traditional-mixed 
10.76 independent-separate 
6.66 independent-mixed 

separate-mixed 

(p<.05) planned comparisons in the hypothesized direction 

n 

388 
246 

91 
51 

392 
247 
93 
52 

Table 10 
Research Question Three 

Individual Marital Type by Satisfaction 

Significant Differences 
Means SD Anova F p between groups1 

40.46 5.48 49.92 .01 traditional-independent 
42.30 3.69 traditional-separate 
38.02 6.36 independent-separate 
35.97 6.73 

58.88 9.13 50.15 .01 traditional-independent 
61.95 5.05 traditional-separate 
54.91 11.34 independent-separate 
51.42 12.38 

(p<.05) planned comparisons in the hypothesized direction 
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To summarize, the only difference between the two 

scales in measuring satisfaction resulted when comparing 

inde~endent and mixed couples' scores for couple 

satisfaction. However, it should be noted that when 

predicting marital satisfaction from relational discrepancy 

scores, there appear to be differences between the two 

scales. Regression analyses for research question one 

produced three significant predictors for the sample one 

analysis with the global scale: intimacy, dominance, and 

informality, while Spanier's scale entered only intimacy and 

dominance. The sample two equation produced four 

significant predictors (intimacy, frustration, mutual 

respect and receptivity) for the global scale, while only 

three significant predictors (intimacy, frustration, and 

receptivity) resulted for Spanier's scale. Both scales were 

approximately equal in variance accounted for. 

For hypothesis two, results were the same for both 

satisfaction scales when using husbands' satisfaction as the 

dependent measure. However, as was previously noted, there 

were marked differences in the analysis for wives' 

satisfaction. Analysis utilizing the global satisfaction 

scale produced three significant predictors accounting for 

25% of the variance. However, with Spanier's scale serving 

as the dependent measure, the stepwise equation produced 

five significant predictors accounting for 35% of the 



variance. Additionally, hypothesis four revealed two 

significant interactions between discrepancy scores and 

couple type for global satisfaction, whereas, only a trend 

toward significance was found when using Spanier's scale. 
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To conclude, few distinctions are apparent between the 

global satisfaction scale and Spanier's satisfaction 

subscale in predicting satisfaction for 'individual married 

type and couple type. However, numerous differences are to 

be noted when satisfaction is being predicted by relational 

discrepancy_ 

Comparability of Samples 

Because analysis of hypothesis one and research ques

tion one resulted in somewhat different results for the two 

samples, ninety-five percent confidence intervals were cal

culated to compare the means of both satisfaction scales and 

the seven relational dimensions across samples. Inspection 

of the means and confidence intervals for both satisfaction 

scales and the relational dimensions reveals considerable 

overlap between samples, suggesting that the two samples 

were derived from the same population (see table 11). 



Table 11 
Ninety-Five Percent Confidence Intervals 

Comparisons Between Sample One and Sample Two 

Scalel 
Dimension Mean 

Spanier 
Sample one 39.52 
Sample two 40.92 

Global 
Sample one 54.86 
Sample two 59.83 

Intimacy 
Sample one 95.22 
Sample two 97.04 

Dominance 
Sample one 21.98 
Sample two 20.43 

Mutual Respect 
Sample one 40.05 
Sample two 37.86 

Receptivity 
Sample one 12.68 
Sample two' 11.20 

Distance 
Sample one 15.28 
Sample two 16.25 

Frustration 
Sample one 14.11 
Sample two 14.83 

Informality 
Sample one 5.53 
Sample two 5.65 

SD 

5.58 
5.26 

13.52 
8.27 

18.61 
13.41 

6.86 
5.43 

7.61 
4.19 

5.44 
4.37 

4.13 
3.24 

3.01 
2.46 

2.59 
2.23 

Upper 
Limit 

50.45 
51.23 

81.36 
76.04 

131.70 
123.33 

35.43 
31.08 

54.96 
46.08 

23.34 
19.76 

23.37 
22.61 

20.01 
19.65 

10.60 
10.02 

Lower 
Limit 

28.58 
30.61 

28.36 
43.62 

58.76 
70.75 

8.55 
9.78 

25.14 
29.65 

2.03 
2.63 

7.19 
9.89 

8.22 
9.9.9 

.46 
1.28 
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Chapter Four 

Discussion 
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The purpose of the present study was to examine the 

role of relational expectations as they influence couple 

types and marital satisfaction. Most of the hypotheses 

received at least some support, confirming the proposition 

that relational expectations are important in understanding 

marital functioning. 

Hypothesis one received strong support. Relational 

discrepancy scores revealed significant positive 

correlations with marital satisfaction for all seven 

relational dimensions. Those individuals reporting more 

positive expectancy violations were most satisfied in their 

relationships, followed by those who reported expectancy 

fulfillment and, finally, those who experienced negative 

violations. Of the seven relational dimensions, intimacy 

clearly accounted for the most variance in predicting 

satisfaction. As such, expectations regarding depth of 

conversation, amount of affection, and conversational 

involvement, appear to be central in understanding marital 

satisfaction. 

While interpretation is rather straightforward 

regarding intimacy's primary role in predicting 

satisfaction, there is considerable difficulty interpreting 

which other variables make major contributions. Difficulty 
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of interpretation is p~imarily due to the different results 

across samples. For example, for sample one analyses, 

dominance was a significant pred·ictor for both satisfaction 

scales. Informality was a third significant predictor for 

global satisfaction. However for sample two, dominance was 

not a significant predictor for either scale. Instead, 

frustration was revealed to be a significant predictor of 

both global and Spanier satisfaction. In addition, mutual 

respect predicted global satisfaction. 

It should be noted that while informality was a 

significant predictor for the global satisfaction equation 

for sample one, and receptivity was a significant predictor 

for sample two, a suppression effect was present for these 

variables. Because the correlation between these dimensions 

and satisfaction changed from positive to negative when used 

in the stepwise analysis, interpretation is based on the 

positive zero-order correlations. The zero-order 

correlation for informality for sample one was significant, 

however the zero-order correlation for sample two did not 

reach significance. 

Three possible explanations present themselves for 

understanding the sample differences. First, it is possible 

that the two samples represent different populations of 

married couples. Although this is a possibility, confidence 

intervals revealed no significant differences between 
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samples on either satisfaction scale or on any of the 

relational dimensions. A second possible explanation for 

sample differences is that the samples differ according to 

couple type and/or individual marital type. As was 

previously discussed, sample two does not represent the 

percentage of couple types that Fitzpatrick (1984) reports 

are in the population. However, if couple type does differ 

across the two samples the means of the relational 

dimensions would have to reflect these differences in order 

to affect the analysis and, as previously noted, they do 

not. 

A third possibility to explain sample differences is 

methodological. Sample one received a 65-item version of 

the ROM and sample two"received a 44-item version. 

Discarded items from the 65-item measure may have influenced 

responses for sample one participants. However, a 

potentially more important methodological difference also 

exists. The jury sample received the Relational Discrepancy 

Measure and the two satisfaction scales simultaneously, 

whereas the second sample had a time lag of one week or more 

between the satisfaction scales and the ROM. Examination of 

the c~rrelations between the satisfaction scales and the 

relational discrepancy scores suggests that the time lag had 

a significant effect on participants' responses. 

Correlations for sample one are as much as .50 higher than 
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those for sample two. In addition, all of the relational 

dimensions for sample one displayed a significant 

relationship with satisfaction. However, in sample two the 

dimensions of receptivity and informality failed to show a 

significant relationship with satisfaction. 

In effect, it is probable that administration of the 

ROM and the satisfaction scales during one time period 

affected participants' responses, resulting in overly high 

correlations for sample one. However, it should also be 

noted that sample two's correlations between satisfaction 

and relational discrepancy may be underestimated because of 

a lack of control over the length of time between stages one 

and two of the survey. Because couples completed the 

surveys in their own homes, some couples experienced one 

week between stages one and two, while other more forgetful 

or busier couples experienced as much as two months between 

stages. Because relationships are assumed to cycle through 

periods of higher and lower levels of satisfaction, it is 

probable that the two-month time lag between stages for some 

respondents weakened the measured relationship between 

satisfaction and relational discrepancy. 

To summarize, it appears that the variation between 

samples is largely do to methodological differences. As 

such, it is likely that analyses on sample two data are more 

reliable for understanding the relational 



discrepancy/satisfaction relationship. This places a 

primary focus on the relational dimensions of intimacy, 

frustration, and mutual respect in understanding marital 

satisfaction. 
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Hypothesis two also found support, positing that 

relational discrepancy scores are better predictors of 

marital satisfaction than agreement between spouses as to 

relational expectations. Overall, discrepancy scores played 

a larger role than agreement scores in predicting marital 

satisfaction for both husbands~ and wives~ satisfaction 

scores. The best predictor of husband~s satisfaction, for 

both satisfaction scales, was the discrepancy between 

husband~s expectations and wife~s frustration. That is, the 

husband~s satisfaction was affected by how frustrated he 

felt his wife should be, compared to how frustrated he 

actually perceived his wife to be. The second predictor of 

husband~s satisfaction was agreement on wife~s expected 

intimacy. The third predictor was the discrepancy between 

wife~s expectancy and husband~s intimacy. 

Based on this composite of relational dimensions, 

husband~s satisfaction is largely a function of whether he 

perceives his wife to be more or less frustrated than she 

ought to be, whether the couple agrees as to how intimate 

the wife should be. and whether or not the husband is as 

intimate as the wife expects. As such, the dimensions of 
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intimacy and frustration play important roles in determining 

husband~s satisfaction. 

Wife~s global satisfaction was predicted by two of the 

same variables that predicted husband's satisfaction: (1) 

agreement on wife's expected intimacy and, (2) the 

discrepancy between husband's expectancy and wife's 

frustration. Wife's global satisfaction is also related to 

the discrepancy between her expectancies and the husband's 

mutual respect, such that, if her husband deviates 

negatively from treating her as an equal and cooperating 

with her, her satisfaction decreases. 

Changes in wife's Spanier satisfaction level are 

predicated on five variables. The first two represent a 

reciprocal relationship: the discrepancy between wife's 

expectancy and husband~s frustration and the discrepancy 

between husband's expectancy and wife's frustration. 

Agreement on the wife's mutual respect, i.e., do the husband 

and wife agree as to how equally she should treat him, is 

also an important predictor, as is the wife's perceptions of 

how her husband is fulfilling her expectations for the 

relational dimension of intimacy. Receptivity also reached 

significance, but again suppression was evidenced by a 

negative correlation, and the zero-order correlation, while 

positive, is not significant. Overall, the dimensions of 

intimacy, frustration, and mutual respect are important to 



wife's satisfaction. It should also be noted that these 

three dimensions are the same relational dimensions which 

predicted satisfaction for research question one. 
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Two interesting questions arise here. First, why 

should couple agreement for the wife's intimacy and mutual 

respect, at times, playa more important role than 

discrepancy scores for the wife's intimacy and mutual 

respect? To begin, intimacy and mutual respect are both 

very salient dimensions in marriage relationships. Intimacy 

is often cited as a central component affecting relational 

growth and development (Leary, 1957; Schutz, 1966; Wish, 

Deutch & Kaplan, 1976). Altman and Taylor (1973) understand 

two elements of intimacy, breadth and depth, to be major 

determinants of relational development. Berger and Roloff 

(1982) cite a variety of literature that discusses the 

importance of similarity (part of the intimacy dimension) to 

the development of relationships. In addition, many 

intimacy behaviors, such as increased closeness and 

increased touch, are physically arousing, making them more 

salient in the environment: 

Changes in our society have also made mutual respect 

highly salient. Within the last twenty years wives have 

become the social equals of their husbands (Dreikurs, 1964). 

In addition, the fairly recent verbal ascent of mutual 

respect in the job market and the current plethora of two-
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career families has made mutual respect and equality salient 

issues on the job (who gets promoted?) and at home (who does 

the dishes?) (Krueger, 1986). 

Because intimacy and mutual respect are salient 

dimensions in marriage it may be that appropriate behavioral 

levels for these dimensions are verbally negotiated at 

various times during the relationship. This verbal 

negotiation may lead to more stability in the relationship, 

making it more resilient to expectancy violations. In 

addition, the potential saliency and arousing nature of many 

intimacy behaviors may allow for easier nonverbal 

negotiation of this dimension and allow for more stability 

and resiliency in the marriage. Given the possible increase 

in negotiation of these more salient relational dimensions, 

dependence on expectancy agreement rather than expectancy 

fulfillment may, at times, signal increased relational 

stability and, in turn, satisfaction. 

The second question that arises from the hypothesis two 

analyses is directed to those relationships which involve 

one spouse's expectations and perceptions affecting tne 

other spouse's satisfaction. The question to be asked is, 

what is the mediating mechanism? Do spouses actually know 

one another's expectations and perceptions accurately enough 

to create a link between the perceptions of one spouse and 

the satisfaction of the other? The Interpersonal Perception 
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Method (Laing, Phillipson, & Lee, 1966) might suggest that 

one spouse's meta-perceptions of the other spouse's 

relational discrepancies would affect his or her 

satisfaction. For example, if the husband believes that his 

wife thinks that he is meeting the level of intimacy that 

she desires, then his satisfaction would increase. If he 

thought that he was not meeting her level of intimacy for 

him then his satisfaction would decrease. However, from 

this scenario it is still unclear how the husband has 

managed to accurately understand his wife's perceptions. In 

addition, it is possible that the husband (or wife) never 

really understands his wife's (or husband's) perspectives. 

It may simply be a mindless script that the two play out. 

When the husband is not fulfilling the wife's expectations 

for him, she responds to him differently and he, then, 

reciprocates or compensates her behavior. Thus the question 

remains, are relational expectations and perceptions shared 

verbally or are spouses accurately decoding their mates' 

nonverbal messages concerning discrepancies in the 

relationship? 

Gender'S influence on the relational discrepancy/ 

satisfaction relationship is also a pertinent issue 

regarding hypothesis two analyses. In order to explore 

possible gender effects, satisfaction was regressed onto the 

interaction between gender and the relational discrepancy 



scores generated for hypothesis one, with no significant 

effect for the interaction. One might conclude from this 

analysis that gender does not influence the relationship 

between relational discrepancies and marital satisfaction. 

However, the preceding discussion for hypothesis two 

suggests that gender be taken into account to understand 

marital satisfaction. 
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Wives' and husbands' satisfaction was predicted by 

different groupings of independent variables. Differences 

between husband and wife satisfaction primarily surfaced 

when using Spanier's satisfaction subscale. Analyses 

utilizing the global satisfaction scale revealed two of the 

three variables predicting husband and wife satisfaction to 

be the same. However, analyses using Spanier's scale 

produced three predictors for husbands, but five predictors 

for wives. These results seem to indicate that part of the 

gender effect is dependent on which scale is used as a 

dependent measure. As such, it appears that continued 

research is needed to more fully understand gender 

differences in this area of study. 

Hypothesis three continued to support the previously 

established importance of intimacy, receptivity, mutual 

respect, and frustration in marriage. Analyses contrasting 

relational expectations across couple type revealed 

significant differences between traditionals and mixed 
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types for receptivity, such that, traditionals expect more 

receptivity from their spouses. In addition, when the 

analysis was performed for individual marital type, as 

opposed to using combined couple scores, significant effects 

were displayed for intimacy, mutual respect, and 

receptivity. Traditionals expected higher levels of 

intimacy and lower levels of formal impersonal behavior when 

compared to independent marital type. 

The univariate test for mutual respect was significant 

and the univariate test for frustration approached 

significance. This suggests that individual marital types 

may differ in their expectations for these two dimensions, 

although post-hoc comparisons revealed no significant 

differences between the means. Also, couples apparently are 

similar across marital type in their desire for dominance, 

distance and informality in their relationships. Inspection 

of the means suggests that couples desire moderately low 

levels of dominance, moderately high levels of informality, 

and very low levels of distance. 

Whereas Fitzpatrick's RDI was designed to classify 

married individuals into couple types, it appears from the 

previous discussion that analysis by individual marital type 

may, at times, provide more appropriate tests. For 

instance, expectations, while influenced by outside forces, 

only exist within the individual. Therefore it makes little 
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sense conceptually to combine an independent~s and a 

traditional~s intimacy scores and report that this is the 

level of intimacy expected by mixed couples. This is 

particularly true when one considers that traditionals and 

independents do differ significantly in intimacy and 

receptivity when compared by individual mar"ital type. 

Differing results between analyses using couple type as the 

independent measure and those using individual marital type 

as the independent measure support the need to consider both 

types of analyses •. 

Hypothesis four posited that separates are less 

affected by violations of expectations than other individual 

marital types, and was not supported. However, post-hoc 

analysis, while restricted in terms of conclusions that can 

be drawn, revealed some fascinating relationships. 

Discrepancy scores for intimacy and receptivity revealed 

significant interactions with couple type in predicting 

satisfaction. However, rather than showing little response 

to changes in relational discrepancies, separates displayed 

a somewhat stronger relationship for receptivity and 

intimacy than did traditionals. 

An interesting, but somewhat disconcerting finding is 

that while separates show as strong or stronger an effect as 

the other couple types for changes in satisfaction when 

predicted by receptivity discrepancies, the relationship is 



an inverse one. That is, satisfaction decreases as 

violations become more positively valenced. 
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One possible explanation for this inverse relationship 

is methodological in nature. The wording of the 

questionnaire asks participants to respond to "how they 

think a wife or husband should behave". This may have led 

some people to respond according to how they think most 

spouses should perform in general, not how they prefer their 

own spouse to behave. If this is the case, valencing of a 

spouse's behavior may have been done in reference to 

cultural norms. This would result in a positive 

relationship between receptivity discrepancies and 

satisfaction for traditionals and independents because their 

expectations are closer to cultural norms. For example, 

traditionals would rate their spouse~s receptive behavior as 

positive and because this level of receptivity is preferred 

by them it would result in higher levels of satisfaction. 

However, separates, while perhaps also rating their spouses~ 

receptive behavior as positive in light of cultural norms, 

actually do not prefer that type of behavior. This would 

then result in lower levels of satisfaction. 

If this methodological argument is valid, one would 

also expect an inverse relationship between intimacy 

discrepancies and satisfaction for separates. However, this 

is not the case. This may reflect the separates~ dynamic 



tension of holding both an ideology of uncertainty and 

independence and an ideology of traditionalism. That is, 

separates may desire intimacy in their marriages, but 

not at the expense of sacrificing their independence. 
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Another interesting finding was that traditionals 

consistently displayed the flattest slopes when compared to 

independents and separates. In essence, traditionals appear 

to be less affected by expectancy violations from their 

spouses than other couple types. This may be due to the low 

levels of uncertainty in traditional marriages which may 

increase stability in their relationships. This increased 

stability may allow couples to respond less dramatically to 

expectancy violations because an acceptable level of 

satisfaction has already been reached. It is also possible 

that with increased relational stability, expectation 

fulfillment and reciprocity of behavior need not be 

immediate (Roloff & Campion, 1985). This could result in 

less extreme reactions to expectancy violations. In 

addition, this apparent resiliency to expectancy violations 

may help explain why traditionals experience higher levels 

of satisfaction than other marital types. 

A final methodological issue regards the use of 

Spanier 7 s (1976) satisfaction subscale and the development 

of the global satisfaction scale for this study. The only 

difference between the two scales in measuring satisfaction 
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across couple and individual marital types was that 

Spanier~s scale failed to reveal significant differences 

between independent and mixed couples. However~ several 

analyses for hypotheses one, two and four did differ 

depending on which of the satisfaction scales was used in 

the analysis. It is clear that the two scales differ in 

their measurement of marital satisfaction, although no clear 

pattern of explanation is apparent. 

A potential problem in understanding the relationship 

between the two scales in this study is that both scales 

were always administered simultaneously. This aided in 

reducing the size of the overall questionnaire for couples 

since the two scales share five items. However, it 

increased the risk of proximity error or logical error such 

that responses to items on one scale likely affected 

responses on the other. However, even when administering 

the scales together it is evident that there exist some 

measurement differences. 

To conclude, the relationship between 

expectation/perception discrepancies and marital 

satisfaction has been strongly supported. Relational 

discrepancies have also demonstrated their primal role in 

accounting for marital satisfaction when compared to 

couples' agreement, although couples' agreement continues to 

be recognized as important in predicting marital 
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satisfaction. Certain expectations were also found to 

differ by couple type and individual marital type. In 

addition, marital type appears to influence the relational 

discrepancy/marital satisfaction relationship for some 

relational dimensions, such that, traditionals ~ppear to be 

least affected by expectancy violations. Overall, the 

relational dimensions of intimacy, frustration, mutual 

respect, and receptivity appear to be central to 

understanding marital functioning. 
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Notes 

1. The periodic addition of new couples to the sample, 

at times, resulted in a change in couple type for those 

couples already in the data set. As such, there may be some 

cause for concern as to the validity of the cluster 

analysis. 

2. Due to the difficulty of collecting a sufficient 

number of surveys from the church couples during stage one 

and the problem of administering surveys to all of the same 

couples during stage two, most church couples experienced a 

five to eight week time lag between stage one and stage two. 

However non-church couples, because they received all of the 

measures together with instructions to wait one week after 

completing the RDI and the satisfaction measures before 

completing the ROM, experienced a one to four week time lag 

between completing stage one and stage two. 

3. To avoid confusion, the term "marital type" is used 

to describe individuals' classification apart from their 

spouses', while couple type is used only to describe the 

combination of each marital type, i • e. , an 

independent/separate is a mixed couple type, whereas, the 

husband's'marital type is independent and the wife's marital 

type is separate. 
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Following are a number of statements asking for ,our thoughts as to how a vlfe should beha,_. how 10~a vlfe actual " does beha,e. and whether or 
not 'au lit. ,our vlfe's beha,'or In co=parlson to whit ,ou think a vlfe shoul~or each. I vou lite ,ou to use a 1 to 7 scale to Indicate 
lour thought. concerning the described beha,Ior. That Is. ,OU will c~rcle 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. or 7. For example. on tho "A vlf. should" scale. a 7 
means that ,ou think It Is alwl,s appropriate for a vlf. to perform In the Banner described. a 4 Indicates that JOu are neutral or unsure. and a 1 
Beans It Is neYer appropriate for a vlfe to beha,. In the .anner described. After circling ,our responses for ~Hov a-vlfe should behl,e" and "How 
DJ vlfe does beha,e" then circle (+, If ,our vlf.'s beha,lor Is better than what ,au expect frOD I vlfe, or (-I If JOur vlf.'. beha,lor I. vor •• 
than what 'OU expect frca I vlfe. Pleas. answer In teras of ,our experience with ,our vlf. during the ast 6 aonths. 

How I 
Vlfe Should Behl,e 

Elample: ••• laugh vlth RI. 
Rever Alwa,s 

1 234 567 

How Itl 
Vlfe Does lreha,e 

never Alva,s 
I 234 567 

Pos/Reg 
+ -

This ex&aple shows a husband who thinks a wife should laugh often. perceives his vlf. as laughing seldoa. and sees his vlfe's beha,'or negatl,el, 
In comparison to what he thinks a vlfe should do. Please rate the following beha.fors In tenas of how often I vlfe should perform thea. how ,our 
vlfe does perform thea. and clrcl. whether or not ,our vlfe's behavior Is Bore negatl,e (-lor positive (+1 than what 'au .. peet. 

I. • •• be Intensel, In,ol'ed In conversations vlth ae. 

2. • •• be frustrated vlth ae. 

3. be Interested In· taltlng vlth llIe. 

4. find conversation vlth ae stimulating. 

.5. D" be vllling to listen to Be. 

6. • •• be BOre Interested In the tast than have a social conversation. 

7. • •• be ver, reserved vlth lIIe. 

8. • •• establish rapport vlth ae. 

. 9. ... be cCllfortBble Interacting vlth lIIe. 

10. • •• ect bored during our conversations. 

11. • •• mat. the conversation Infonaal. 

12. ... create e sense of dfstanr:e betwe!!n herself and llIe. 

13. • •• be tense when taltlng to ae. 

14. Indicate that she vlnts a closer relationship vlth ae. 

15. show affection to a~. 

16. • •• do=ln.te our conversations. 

How a 
Vlfe Should Beha,e 

Never Alva,s 

Z 3 4 567 

I Z 3. 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

I 234 567 

2 3 4 567 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

I Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

Z 3 4 567 

I 234 567 

How Ml 
Vlfe Doesll'ehaYl 

Rever. Al VI,S 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

234 567 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 567 

234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

Pos/Reg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

• 
+ 

.0 
-...J 



17. bt tnterested tn what 1 ha't to SII. 

18. mate our tnteracttons ,er, foreal. 

, 19. • •• ut,lIt fIll that wt are st.nar. 

20. Ict DOra powerful than Elt. 

21. troat Iill Ulul " good frtend. 

22. • •• want me to trust her. 

23. • •• ute the conyersattcn seea superftctal. 

24. • •• be stncere t. cam=untcattng wttb lit. 

25. • •• ba,e the upper hand durtng our conyersattons. 

26. • •• be open to my. questions. 

27. • •• act htgbmr Itatus tban De. 

2a. • •• treat at as a" equal. 

29. • •• desire furthsr conyer.atton wttb ae. 

30. • •• be ella and potsed wttb ae. 

31. • •• be aor~ tnterested tn sectal con,ersltton tbln the task at hand. 

32. • •• teep the relationship at an tmperlonal lewel. 

33. • •• Ute lie. 

34. • •• tndicate no desfre for furtber conyerlatton wttb ae. 

lS. be nervous uhen 1 CIiI present. 

36. • •• establish cOlSOn ground wtth lie. 

37. trl to gatn ., appro,al. 

38. • •• be casual uhen tnterGctfng wfth lie. 

39. • •• be raGsonabl. wtth mi. 

40. • •• destre to DO'. our conyerslttons to deep le,ell. 

41. • •• want to keep our conyerslttons bustnessltte. 

42. • •• be relaled When tllkfng wfth ae. 

How a 
Vtft Should Bthoye 

He,er Alwa,s 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 6· 7 

1 Z 3 4 56"7 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

How "1 
Vffe Doesll'tha" 

Ne,er AlwIIS 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 5 5 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 , 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 , 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

Z 3 4 567 

Posilleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

4-

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ ~ 
m 



43. show enthusiasm when talking with me. 

44. not atteapt to Influence me. 

C5. be unwilling to listen to De. 

46. be slow to respond to ~ co=aents. 

47. keep our discussions Informll. 

4B. not tr1 to win By fl,or. 

49. be Ittrlcted to ae. 

50. not care whit I think. 

51. be nervous In ~ presence. 

5Z. attempt to persuade me. 

53. care If I ltte her. 

54. be In control of the relationship. 

55. be distracted b1 a, beha,'or. 

56. • •• be c~fortable 'nteractlng with me. 

57. • •• vlnt to cooperate with me. 

58. tr1 to control the Interaction. 

59. not treat me IS her equil. 

60. cc=aunlcate coldness rather than warath. 

61. stick to the purpose of an1 gl,en Interaction. 

62. • •• be honest when ccmaunlcatlng with ae. 

63. be ,erl wort-oriented. 

&4. be detached during con,ersatlons with ae. 

&5. be assertl,e with De. 

Hov A 
Vlfe Should Behl,e 

Re,er Alwa1S 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

123 4 5 6 7 

123 4 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

, 234 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

How "1 
Vlfe DoeStleha .. 

Ne,er Alwa1S 

1 234 567 

234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 2 345 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

123 4 567 

123 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

123 4 5157 

1 234 567 

23456 7 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

Pos/Neg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

• 
+ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
+ 

+ 

• 
• 

.lJ 

.lJ 



Foll~lng Ire I number of statements Iskfng for your thoughts IS to how I husband Should behl,e. how ,~ur husblnd Ictualll does behl'e. Ind 
whether or not IOU like ,our husblnd's behe,lor tn coaperlson to what IOU think I husband should do. or each. I· "auld like IOU to use a 1 to 7 
scale to t~lcate lour thoughts concerning the described beh.,tor. That Is. IOU wfll circle 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. or 7. For ea.-pIe. on the -A 
husband should- sClle. I 7 aeans thlt IOU think It Is IIWllS appropriate for I husblnd to perfora In the aanner descrtbed. a 4 Indtcltes that JOu 
Ire neutral or think the behavior Is approprtate souetlaes. and a 1 aelns It Is neYer appropriate for a husband to behl,e In the aanner described. 
After circling lour responses for -How a husband should beha,e- Ind -How al husband does behl.e- then circle (+) If JOu "Ilulte lo~r husblnd's 
bthl.lor as posltl.e, or (-) If IOU .'Iluite Jour husband's btha.lor IS negatl,e. Please answer In teras of Jour experience with lour husband 
during the list 6 months. 

How a 
Husbend Should 8ehe.e 

Exemple: ••• l.~h with me. 
lIe,er AlwllS 

1 Z 3 4 567 

How~ 
Husband Does Behl,e 

Ne,er AlwalS 
1 234 567 

POI/lleg 
+ -

Thfs exczplt shows a wife who thinks a husband should laugh often, percel,es her husband as laughing seldOD, and sees her husband's beha.lor IS 
negatl't. Please rite the following beha.lors In teras of how often a husblnd should perfon. thea, how lour husblnd does perfo,. thea. and circle 
whether or not IOU would rate lour husband·s behl,lor cs negatl.e (-) or posltl •• (+). Please Inswer alt questions Ind clrcte a number (1 to 
7) or (+) or (-) In each col wan. 

1. • •• lie Intenllt, Imolnd In COnYEI"Sltlons with ae. 

Z. • •• lit frustrated .,th me. 

3. • •• be Interested In talking with ae. 

4. • •• find cOnYersatton with lie stl.utatlng. 

5. .,. bt willing to listen to De. 

6. • •• II. eor. fnterested In the tlsk than he.lng a social con,ersetlon. 

7. • •• b •• orl roser.Gd with ae. 

8. • •• estlbllsh rapport with ae. 

9. • •• be coafartaill. Interacting with ae. 

10. • •• let bored durlno our con.orsltlons. 

11. '00 ate the COnYlrSltlon Inforael. 

12. • •• creete a sense of dlstlnce between himself Ind me. 

ll. ... be tense "hen talking to lit. 

14. 

15. 

... Indicate thlt ho "ants a closer relationship with 1111. 

Iholf affection to ae. 

16. • •• doalnDte our cOnYersltlons. 

Ho" I 
Husband Should Btha.e 

Ne.er Al"'lS 

I Z 3 .. 567 

I Z 3 .. 5 6 7 

I Z 3 .. 567 

1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 

I Z 3 .. 567 

123 4 567 

1 Z 3 .. 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 .. 567 

1 23.. 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

I 23.. 567 

123 4 567 

123 .. 5 6 7 

1 2 3 .. 567 

HOII ~ 
Husbend DaiS Beh •• e 

Heler Al"'lS 

I Z 3 4 5 6 7 

I Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 .. S 6 7 

234 567 

1 Z 3 .. 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 .. 5 5 7 

Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 5 , 7 

Z 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 , 7 

1 234 5 , 7 

1 23.. 5 , 7 

23" 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 , 7 

Pos/Neg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ .-
o 
o 



17. • •• be tnterested tn what I have to SDY. 

18. • ••• ake our tnteracttons very formal. 

19. • •• Dlte aa f •• , that we are statlar. 

20. act more pGwerful thin ae. 

21. treat De 11te a good frtend. 

22. • •• want ae to trust hiB. 

23. • .... te the conversltton seG2 superfictal. 

24. • •• be stncere in coa=unicating with me. 

25. • •• have the upper hind during our conversattons. 

26. • •• be open to a, questions. 

27. • •• let htgher statuI thin ae. 

28. • •• treat •• a' an equal. 

29. • •• desire further conversatton vtth ae. 

30. • •• be cil. and potsed with ae. 

31. • •• be eor. tnterested tn soctal conversation thin the tlst It hand. 

3Z. • •• keep the relattonship at an impersonal level. 

33. ... 11ke 110. 

34. • •• indiclt. no desiro for further conversatton wtth ae. 

35. • •• bo nervous When I 1m present. 

36. establish coa=on ground wttb ae. 

37. try to gatn a, Ippro,.'. 

38. • •• be cI'ual vben tnter.ct~ng wtth ae. 

39. • •• be reasonable wtth al. 

40. • •• desire to COVI our conversations to deep levels. 

41. • •• vlnt to keep our conversations bustnessltke. 

4Z. • •• be relaxed vben talting wtth ae. 

How a 
Husband Should Behave 

never Alvays 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

23456 7 

Z 3 4 5 E 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

12345 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 567 

1 l 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 1 4 5 Ii 7 

Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 1 4 5 Ii 7 

How M1 
My Husband DOes Behave 
Never Alvays 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

234 5 6 7 

Z 345 Ii 7 

234 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 1 4 5 Ii 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

234 5 Ii 7 

1 Z '3 4 5 Ii 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z l 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 S Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

PoS/lleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
,... 
o ,... 



43. • •• show enthusilJa vhen talking with me. 

, 44. • •• not aUe:zpt to influence 1111. 

45. • •• be unwilling to ltsten to ae. 

U. be SlOlf to respond to fl.l ca:lIIIents. 

47. keep our dtscussfons tnforaal. 

48. not trl to wtn rIJ favor. 

4!1. be attracted to De. 

50. • •• not caro whit I thtnk. 

51. be nenous tn DJ presence. 

52. aUap·t to pllrsuldelle. 

53. clr. if I 11ke hta. 

54. be tn control of the rllittonshfp. 

55. be dfmtracted bl Sf blha,for. 

56. bl ccofortabll 1nteracttng wtth ae. 

57. want ~o cooperate wtth De. 

58. • •• trl t~ control the 1ntarlct10n. 

5!1. • •• not t~eat .. as h1s equal. 

60. co=aunfclte coldness rather thin warmth. 

61. sttck to the purpose of anI gt,en tnteractton. 

62. be honest when cOlll!llln1cating with ae. 

U. be werl wort-ortented. 

64. be detlched du,fng convErsations wfth 1111. 

65. bl anertf,. with 1iI1. 

How A 
Husband Should Behaye 

Nayer AlvllS 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

23456 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

123 456 7 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

123 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

How!!l. 
Husband Does Behaye 

Neyer AlwlIS 

1 234 567 

234 567 

234 567 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 2.3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 G 7 

2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 (; 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

123 4 5 Ii 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

1 234 5 Ii 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 Ii 7 

Pos/Meg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

... 
o 
ru 
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THE HIISBAIflJ COMPLETES THIS . FORM Couple ID , ____ _ 

Followtng Ire a number 0' itatements Isktng 'or {our thoughts IS to how a vt'e should beha'e. how your vt'e Ictual'y dOI$ beha,e. Ind whether or 
not IOU ltke Iour vt'e's beha,tor tn compartson a vhat IOU thtnk a vt'e shoul~or each, I viIIiftJ ltke IOU to u~e lito 7 s~ale to tndtclte 
your thoughts concerntng the descrtbed beha,tor. That ts. you vtll ctrcle 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. or 7. For exaaple. on the -A v1'e should- scale. a 7 
Beans that IOU thtnk tt ts alvays epproprtate for I vtfa to perf ani tn the aanner descrtbed. a 4 tndtcates that IOU are neutral or thtnk the 
beha,tor ts Ipproprtlte sClett_es. and a 1 lIeans tt ts nower approprtate for a vt'a to behl,e in the 8anner described. After circltng your 
responses for -How I vtfe should behl,e- and -How ., vtfe does beha,e- then ctrela (+J t, IOU evaluate Iour vt'e'.s beha,tor IS positi,e. or (-J t, 
JOU evlluate Jour vife's beha.for as negatt.e. Please answer in teras of Jour experienca vtth JOur wtfe durtng the last 6 eanths. 

How I 
Vt'a Should Beha,. 

haple: ••• laugh wtth lie. 
Ke,er AlwaIs 

1 Z 3 4 567 

.How M, 
VUe Does man 

HeYer Alva,s 
1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

Pas III eg 
+ -

Thts exa.ple shows I husband who thtnks a vtfe should laugh often. percet,es hts vt'e IS laughing seldom. and 'Ies hts wt'e', beha,tor IS 
negatt'e. Please rite the followtng beha,tors tn tenll of hov often a wtfe should perfonl thea. how ,our wt'l does per'onl them. Ind ctrcle 
whether IOU would rate Iour vtfe's beha,ter IS negatt,e (-J or posttt,e (+J. Please Inswer all questions Ind cfrcle I number (1 to 7J or (+J or 
(-J tn each column. Tau should ha,e three responses gi,en for each question. 

1. • •• ba tntensel, tn,ol,ed in coftYerslttons vtth ae. 

Z. • •• ba frustrated vith ••• 

3. • •• be interested in talting with ae. 

4. • •• find con,ersation vtth Be sttaul.ttng. 

5. • •• be wtlltng to ltsten to ae. 

6. • •• establtsh rapport vtth ae. 

7. • •• be cos'ortlble tnteracttng wtth 1IIe. 

8. • •• Ict bored durtng our cOnYerslttons. 

9. ... aate our cOnYersattons in'omal. 

10. create I sellse of dhtance between herself and lie. 

11. bl tense when talking to lIIe. 

12. tndiclte that she wants a closer relattonshtp with ae. 

13. show affection to 1IIe. 

14. • •• d03tnate our cOnYersattons. 

15. • •• be interested in what I ha,e to s.,. 

16. • •• IIlte our tnterlcttons ,ery fonaal. 

17. • •• eake ae feel that we Ire statlar. 

18. • •• ICt DOre powerful thin ae. 

How I 
VUe Should Behne 

He,er Alva,s 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 15 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 G 7 

1 234 5 15 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 5157 

·1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

234 567 

234 567 

How M, 
VUe DoesIJehlYe 

He,er AlvDYS 

I Z 3 4 567 

1 234 5157 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 5 15 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 5157 

1 234 567 

1 234 5157 

1 234 5157 

123 4 5157 

1 234 5157 

1 234 5157 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 

1 234 567 

2 3 4 567 

Pos/lleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

.... 
o 
.p-
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19. treat lie lite a good frtend. 

20. • •• vant lie to trust her. 

21. • •• be stncere tn co=auntcattng wtth me. 

22. ha,. th., upper hand durtng our cOnYersattons. 

23. • •• bo open to BJ questions. 

24. ect higher status than ae. 

25. trl!llt Ell! as an equal. 

26. • •• desire further cOnYlrsltion with .,. 

27. • •• keep the relationship It an iapersonal lerel. 

28. • •• lit. ae. 

29. • •• establish cc=lon ground wtth ae. 

lO. • •• be reasonable,with me. 

ll •••• desire to 1I0Y. our'conrersations to deep lerels. 

32. • ••• ant to teep our con,ersations businesslike. 

33. be relaxed when taltlng with lie. 

34. • •• show enthusiasa When talking with me. 

35. be unwilling to listen to lie. 

3S. keep our discussions info~al. 

37. • •• not car .. What I th,tnk. 

38. be in control of the relattonship. 

39. • •• be dtstracted by BJ beha,ior. 

40. • •• be coafortable interacttng with lie. 

41. vant to cooperate with liIe. 

42. try to control our tnteracttons. 

43. be honest when cOllllluntcattng with ae. 

44. be assert ire with Ill!!. 

How I 
Vif. Should Beha,. 

Reyer Always 

I 234 567 

I 234 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

I 2 1 4 567 

I 2 1 4 567 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 1 4 567 

1 2 1 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 ;j 4 567 

1 2 1 4 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 1 4 567 

2 1 4 5 6 7 

Z 1 4 567 

1 2 1 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 1 4 567 

2 1 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

How ", 
Vife Does"1Jeha'e 

ne,er AlwlYs 

1 2 1 4 5 G 7 

1 234 561 

1 234 567 

1 2 1 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 Z 1 4 567 

1 2 1 4 5 6 7 

123 4 567 

I 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I' 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 5 & 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 G 7 

1 2 3 4 5 G 7 

123 4 567 

1 234 557 

1 234 5 & 7 

1 234 5 G 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

123 4 5 & 7 

123 4 567 

1 2 1 4 567 

123 4 5 & 7 

1 234 567 

Z 3 4 567 

PostRao 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
+ 

• 
+ 

+ 

+ 

• 
+ 

• 
• 
• 
+ 

• 
+ 

+ 

+ ... 
o 
U1 



Following are a nusber of stateaents asking for your thoughts as to how a husband should beha,e vlth his vlfe. how L~~ actually do beha,e vlth 
your wife. and whether or not you like your beha,lor In CQIPDrtson to what you thrnrii1husblnd should do. Pleasei1rre the followtng beha,tors In 
teras of how often I husband should perfora thea. how often you do perfora thBl. Ind cIrcle whether or not you would rate your beha,tor IS 
negatl,e (-) or posttt,. (+). 

PLEASe NOTE: the pronouns ·she· and "her" refer to the wtfe. 

1. • •• be tntensely Invol,ed tn cOnYersattons with her. 

2. • •• be frustrated with her. 

3. • •• be tnterested tn taltlng with her. 

4. • •• ftnd conversation wtth her sttmulatlng. 

5. • •• be wtlling to ltsten to her. 

6. • •• establish rapport wtth her. 

7. • •• be coafortable tnteracttng wtth her. 

8. • •• act bored durtng con,erlattons wtth her. 

9. • •• mate cORYerslttons wtth her tnfonaal. 

10. • •• create I sense of dlstlnce between hUlband/ae and her. 

11. • •• b. tense when tllktng to her. 

lZ. tndlcate that he wants I closer relattonshtp wtth her. 

13. show affect ton to her. 

14. • •• doatnate conversattons wtth her. 

15. • •• be Interested tn what she ha, to .ay. 

16. • •• aake tnteracttons wtth her ,ery fo,..l. 

17. • •• meko her feel that she and hell are ,t.tlar. 

lB. • •• act DOre powerful thin her. 

19. • •• treat her ltke a good frtend. 

20. • ••• ant her to trust htm. 

Zl. • •• be sincere In coaauntclttng with her. 

How • 
Husband Should Behawe 

ne,er AlwlYs 

23456 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

123 456 7 

234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 2 :1 4 567 

1 2 :1 4 567 

123 4 567 

234 567 

12:1 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 :1 4 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

234 5 6 7 

How I 
Actually IIii aehne 

Dewer Alway, 

123 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 IS 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

123 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 5 IS 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 IS 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 567 

Pos/lleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ ... 
o 
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22. baye th~ upper hand during cOnfersetions witb her. 

23. be open to ber questions. 

24. • •• act higher status thin her. 

25. • •• treat her IS In equal. 

26. • •• desfre to haye cOnfersltfons wfth ber. 

27. • •• keep tha relatfonship It an fmpersonal leyel. 

28. ••• 1fte her. 

29. establfsh com=on ground wfth ber. 

30. be reasonable wfth her. 

31. desire to lIOn conYerlitfons wftb ber to deep lenls. 

32. want to keep cOnfersltions ber businesslfke. 

33. be relaled When talking with ber. 

34. show enthusiasm when talting with her. 

35. be unwilling to lfsten to her. 

36. keep discussions IIfth her inforall. 

37. not care what she thinks. 

38. be In control of the relationsbip. 

39. be distracted bI her bell.t1or. 

40. be cosfort.ble fnteract1ng with her. 

41. want to cooperate vfth her. 

42. trI to control interactions w1tb ber. 

43. be honest when cccaunfclting with her. 

44. be assertiye with her. 

HOIl I 
Husband Should Beh.ye 

Neyer AlwalS 

1 2 3 " 5 IS 7 

1 23" 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

I 23" 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 IS 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

How I 
ActUlll, IJ'ij Beltl" 

Heyer AlwalS 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 " 5 6 7 

·1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 567 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

I 23" 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 , 7 

1 2 3 " 5 (5 7 

1 23" 5 6 7 

2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 

I· 2 3 " 5 6 7 

Pos/lleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

• 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

t-

O 
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THE lliFE C,,"PLETES THIS FORI! Couple 10 , ___ _ 

Followlll9 are I nUl:lber of stat8llents asUng for ,our thoughts as to how I husbancf should behne, how ,~ur husbancf actuIll, does behne. Incf 
whether or not IOU Ute ,our husband's behavtor In cOllpartson to what IOU thtnt I hUSD.iiI should do. or each, I would lite 1011 to IISI I t to 7 
sClle to Indicate ,our thoughts concerntll9 the described behavior. That ts, IOU will" ctrcle I, 2, J, 4, 5, 6, or 7. For exasple, on the -A 
husband should- scale I 7 aeans that IOU thlnt It Is alwals appropriate for I husband to perfora tn the aanner descrtbed, I 4 Indicates that IOU 
are neutral or thlnl: the behavior Is appropriate sGaetllles. and a 1 lIeans It is never Ipproprtatl! for I husband to beha" In the .Inner described. 
After circling 10ur responses for -How a husband should behave- and -Hov 111 husband does behave- then circle (~I If IOU evaluate Jour husband's 
behavior as posltlva, or (-I tf IOU evaluate ,our husband's behavior as negatl,e. Please Inswer In teras of 10ur experience with ,our husband 
during the last 6 .anths. 

How I 
Husblnd Should Behave 

Example: ••• laugh with ae. 
Never AlwalS 

1 2 J 4 567 

How .!!l 
Husband Does Behave 

Never Alwals 
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 

Pos/lleg 
+ -

This example shows m wife Who thinks a husband should laugh often, perceives her hUiband as laughing seldOll, Ind sees her husblnd's beha;~or IS 
negattve. Please rmte the fOllowt~ behaviors In teras of how often I husblnd should perfora thea, how ,our husblnd does perfora thsa, and clrcl. 
whether IOU would rmte ,our husband s behavior IS negative (-lor posttlve (+1. Please answer III questions Ind clrcl. I nUllber (1 to 71 or (+1 
or (-I In each colunn. Tau should have three responses gtven for each question. 

1. be tntensel, tnvolved In converslttons wtth ae. 

2. be frustrlted wtth lie. 

3. • •• be Interested tn talttng wtth me. 

4. • •• find conversation wtth ae stlmulattng. 

5. • •• be willing to listen to lie. 

6. • •• estlbllsh rapport wtth ae. 

7. 

8. 

be coafortable Interacttng wtth lie. 

ICt bored durtng our conversations. 

9. • •• aake our conversltlons Inforaal. 

to. • •• create I sense of dtstlnce between hlaself and lie. 

11. be"tense when taltlng to ae. 

tZ. tndlclte that he wants I closer relltlonshlp with lie. 

ll. show affection to ae. 

14. • •• dOlltnlte our con,erslttons. 

15. • •• be Interested In what I ha,e to 511. 

16. • •• aate our Interactions ,erl foraal. 

17. • ••• ate ae feel that we are slatlar. 

18. • •• act lIore powerful than ae. 

How a 
Husblnd Should Behave 

lIever AlwalS 

23456 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z J 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 . Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z"3 4 5 6 7 

Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 5 6 7 

Z 3 4 567 

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 

How.!!l 
Husband Does Bthav. 

Ne,er Alwals 

Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

2 3 4 567 

23456 7 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

:2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

2 J 4 567 

2 J 4 567 

Pos/lleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

• 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

t-
O 
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19. • •• treat De lite a good friend. 

20. • •• vant De to trust him. 

21. • •• be sincere In caz=unlcatfng wfth DO. 

22. • •• have the upper hand during our conversations. 

23. • •• be open to DJ questions. 

24. • •• act higher status than ae. 

25. • •• treat DO IS an equil. 

26. • •• desfr. further conversatfon vith ae. 

27. • •• teep the relatfonshfp at In lapersonll level. 

28. • •• like me. 

29. • •• estlblish c~n ground vlth se. 

3D. • •• be reason~ble vlth ae. 

31. • •• desire to aoye our conversltfons to deep levels. 

32. • •• vant to k~ep our conYersatfons businesslike. 

33. be relaled when talking with ae. 

34. show enth~slasa When taltfng with ae. 

35. be unwilling to listen to me. 

36. teep our discussions Informal. 

37. not care what I thfnk. 

38. be In control of the relationship. 

39. • •• be distracted bl ., behavior. 

40. • •• be comfortable Interlctlng with De. 

41. • •• want to ccoperate with De. 

C2. • •• trl to control the Intercctlon. 

C3. • •• be honest vhen ccmDUnlclting vlth ae. 

CC. • •• be assertiYe vlth ae. 

Hov a 
Husband Should Behaye 

Never AlvllS 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

23456 7 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

I 234 567 

234 567 

123 4 567 

I 234 567 

Z 3 4 5 6 7 

23456 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

I 234 567 

1 234 567 

Z 3 4 567 

I Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 Z 3 4 567 

I Z 3 4 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

234 5 6 7 

How 111 
Hl Husband DOes Behaye 
Newer Alwals 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Z 3 C 15 6 7 

123 C 667 

234 567 

I Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

234 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 C 567 

Z 3 4 567 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

23456 7 

234 567 

Z 3 4 557 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

234 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

2 3 4 567 

2 3 C 5 6 7 

2 3 C 567 

Pos/lleg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

~ 

+ 

• 
• 
• 
+ 

• 
+ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
+ 

+ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
+ 

.... 
o 
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Followfng a~e a nu;be~ of statements askfng fo~ JOu~ thoughts as to hau a wffe should beha,e wfth her husband, how JOu actuallJ do beha,e wtth 
JO~ husband, and whether or not JOu lfte JOu~ beh.,for fn comparfson to what ,iRi1nifnk a wtfe should do. Please riIi the following beha'Io~s tn 
teras of how often a wffe should perfor. thea, how often JOu do perfora them, and ctrcle whether or not JOu would rate Jour beha'to~ IS negatt,e 
(-J o~ posttt,e (+J. 

PLEASE ROTE: the pronouns -he- and -hf.- refer to the husband. 

1. • •• b. Inte~elJ fn,ol,ed tn converslttons wfth hfa. 

2. • •• be frustrated wIth hfa. 

3. be tnterested fn taltfng wtth hfa. 

4. ftnd co~,ers.tlon wIth hf. stlaulatfng. 

5. • •• be willfng to 'fsten to hfa. 

6. • •• establtsh rapport wtth hIm. 

7. • •• be cGlfc~table fnteractfng wfth hta. 

8. • •• Ict bored du~fng cOnYersatfons wfth hfm. 

9. • •• II!4ke cOfIYersatfons wfth hfll fnforaal. 

10. • •• creote m sense of dfstance between wffe/ae and hfa. 

11. • •• be tens~ wilen taRfng to hfa. 

12. Indfcate thlt she wants • closer rel.tfonshfp wfth hfa. 

13. show affectfon to hfll. 

14. • •• doafnate con,ersatlons wfth hf •• 

15. • •• ba Interested In what he has to saJ. 

16. • •• aake Interactfons wIth hfa ,erl foraal. 

17. • •• BIke lifo feet that he and shell aro sf.tt.r. 

18. • •• act more powe~fut than hfa. 

19. • •• treat hi. tfke a good frfend. 

ZOo •••• Int hfm to trust he~. 

21. • •• be sfncere fn co=3Unfcltfng wfth hfa. 

Haw a 
Vffe Should Beha,e 

Ne,er Al.IJs 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

123 456 7 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

234 567 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 5·6 7 

1 234 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

23456 7 

123 4 567 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I 
Actuln, DO Beha" 

ReYer AtwIJs 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

23456 7 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 234 567 

1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

123 4 :; 6 7 

1 234 567 

234 567 

123 4 567 

1 234 5 6 T 
1 234 567 

123 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 234 567 

234 567 

1 234 5 6 7 

Pos/Reg 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
.... .... 
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22. have the upper hand during conv~rsatlons ~Ith hla. 

23. be open lo hie qualtlonl. 

14. .~l hldh.r .tatul thin him. 
25. traat hiD I. an aquol. 

26. desire to hove conversations with hi •• 

21. keep the relationship at an Imperson.l letel. 

28. lite hla. 

29. establish CODaon gr4und with hie. 

lD. be redsonable with hla. 

ll. deslr~ to DOve conversations with hlg to deep levels. 

l2. want to teep conversations with hlu businesslike. 

l3. be rataxed when taltlng with hi •• 

l4. show enthusiasm when taltlng with hla. 

35. be um.llling to listen to hiD. 

l6. keep discussions with hi. Infuraol. 

l7. not care What he thinks. 

38. be In control of tbe relationship. 

19. be distracted bJ bls behavior. 

40. be cOifortable Interacting with hla. 

41. want to cooperote with hla. 

42. tr, to control the Interactions with hi •• 

4l. be honest when communlcatln~ with h1a. 

44. be assertlva with hla. 

How a 
Wife Should Beh.te 

He,er Alwa,s 

234 5 6 7 

2 3 " 5 6 7 

• I " I • 7 
1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2· 3 " 5 6 7 

234 5 6 7 

Z 3 " 567 

234 567 

Z 3 " 567 

1 23" 5 6 7 

2 3 " 5 6 7 
1 2 1 4 567 

2 3 " 5 6 7 

1 2 1 " 567 

1 2 1 " 5 6 7 

2 1 " 567 

2 3 " 567 

2 1 " 567 

23456 7 

1 Z 3 4 567 

2 3 4 567 

Z 1 4 567 

2 1 4 567 

How I 
Actu.ll, ~o Behove 

Never AlwalS 

23456 7 

2 1 4 !I 6 7 

• J " • • 7 

2 1 4 567 

234 567 

2 1 " 567 

2 3 " 5 6 7 

2 1 " 567 

2 1 4 567 

234 5 6 7 

2 1 4 567 

23" 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 1 4 567 

234 567 

2 1 4 567 

2 1 4 5 6 7 

234 5 6 7 

2 1 4 567 

23456 7 

23456 7 

234 567 

234 567 

Pos/Neg 

• 
• 
t 

• 
t 

+ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
t 

• 
t 

... .... .... 
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SPANIER'S SATISFACTION SUBSCALE 



SPNlIER SATlSFACTlDII SUB SCALE 

Hore 
All IIolt of often Dcc.-

the til! the tiDe thin not lionilly Rlrely neVlr 
I. HOI oftl1l do you dilculS Dr h,ve you considered 0 I 2 3 , , 

divorc., IIp,ralion, Dr tUDin.ling your 
r.lationlhip? 

2. HOll often do you or your late leave the house 0 2 3 It , 
after a fight? 

3. In general, hOI oftrn do you think that things 0 2 3 It , 
betlle.n you and your pArtner are going IIllt 

It. Do you confide in your ilte! 0 2 3 It , 
5. HOIl ofhn do you and your partner quarrel? 0 2 3 , 5 

6. Do you ever regret thlt you .. rried? 0 2 3 It 5 

7. HOIl often do you and your ute 'get on each 0 2 3 It 5 
other's nerves?' 

Allcst Occa-
Inry day Imy day lionilly Rlrlly Nevlr 

D. Do you UII your lite! , 3 2 I 0 

9. Thl! nUBbin on the follolling line represent different degrees of happiness in YOIIT relationship. The 
liddle point, 'happy' reprnenh the degree of happinlsliof lost relationships. Please cirtle thl nueber 
.hich best describes the degree of happiness, all things considered, of your relationship. 

-----_. ---.----.---~. 023 
Edreaely 

unhappy 
Fairly 

unhappy 
A little Happy 
unhlpPY 

It 
Yery 

happy 

5 
Eltre.ely 

happy 

6 
Perfect 

IO.l/hieh of the follolling state.ent! bllt describt hOIl you feel about the future of your relationship? 
(eirele one) 

_5_ I IIlnt despmtely for Iy relationship to succeed, and lIould go to alDo.t any length to see thlt it does • 

• It_ I .lnt very luch for IY relationship to succeed, and .111 do all I tin to lie that it dolS • 

• 3_ I lIant very Duch for IY relationship to lucceed, and 11111 do IV fair share to see that it dots • 

• 2_ It 1I0uid be nice if ay relationship succeeded, but I cln't do such 1I0ri thin I I. doing nOli to hep the 
relationship 90in9 • 

.I •• It lIould be nice if IY relltionship luccleded, but I un't do ouch lore thin I aD doing noll to teep the 
relationship going • 

• 0_ HV relationship cln IItver succeed, and thare il no Borl that I tin do to keep thl rllllion.hip going. 

113 
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GLOBAL SATISFACTION SCALE 



GLOBAL SATISFACTION SCALE 

1. If you had your life to live over again would you 
marry the same person? 

2. How often do you consider ending the relationship? 

3. How likely do you think it is that your 
relationship will succeed? 

4. How Dany serious problems do you think there are 
in your marriage? 

5. Ovarall. I enjoy married life. 

6. Overall. I am happy to be married to my spouse. 

*7. There are few major things that I would like 
to change in our marriage. 

Definitely Oef1n1tely 
No Yes 
1 234 567 

AlwlYs Never 
1 2 3 4 567 

Very Very 
Unl1kely Likely 

1 2 3 4 567 

None A Lot 
1 234 567 

Definitely Definitely 
No Yes 
1 234 5 6 7 

Definitely Definitely 
No Yes 
1 234 567 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1 2 3 4· 5 6 7 

All Host of Occa-

8. How often do you discuss orhave you considered 
divorce. separation. or terminating your 
relationship? 

the time the time 
o 1 

Hore 
often 

than not 
2 

sionally Rarely Never 
345 

9. In general. how often do you think that things 
between you and your partner are going well? 

10.00 you ever regret that you married? 

o 2 

o 2 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 
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GLOBAL SATISFACTION SCALE 
(cont Inued) 
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II.The numbers on the following line represent different degrees of happiness In your relationship. The 
middle pOint, "happy" represents the degree of happiness of most relatfonshfps. Please circle the number 
whf,ch best describes the degree of happfness, all thfngs consfdered, of your relationship. 

o 
Extr.ely 

unhappy 
Flfrly 

unhappy 

2 

" lfttle 
unhappy 

3 
Happy 

4 
Very 

happy 

5 
Extrllllely 

happy 

6 
Perfect 

12.Which of the following statllllents best describe how you feel about the future of your relatfonship? 
(cfrclt one) 

_5_ I want desparately for my relationshfp to succeed, and lIould go to almost any ltnllth to sae that ft does. 

_4_ I IIlnt very much for my relationshfp to succeed, and will do all I can to see that ft does. 

_3_ I lIant ver,)'llluch for my relatfonshfp to succeed, Ind ifnI do my flfr share to see that ft does. 

2 It would be nice ff .y relatfonshlp succeeded, but I can't do much more than I am dofng now to keep the 
- - relatlonshfp gOing. 

1 It would be nice If my relatfonshlp succeeded, but I refuse to do anymore than I am doing now to keep the 
- - relatfonshfp lIolng • 

... 0_ My relationship can never succeed, and there fs no more ~hat I can do to keep the relatfonshfp lIofng. 
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Couple IDI 118 
Circle one: Hale Female 

BeioN you Hill find a number of statements, each folloNed by a scale. This scale requires you to 
make a judgment of how frequently a particular activity or behavior occurs DR hOM frequently a 
given statement can be considered true for you or your relationship. Please circle the number 
that best shoMs hOM you feel about the stateaent. (1) Always; (2) Usually; (3) Often; (4) 
Occasionally; (5) Often Not; (6) Usually Not; (7) Never. 

1. We try to make our guests feel free to 
enter any rool of our house. 

2. We talk about the future of our relationship. 

3. We share responsibility for deciding when, for 
how long, and at what speed chores around the 
house should be completed. 

4. We go out together to public places in the 
coomunity such as zoos, sporting events, public 
parks, aauseaent parks, museums, librariesp etc. 

5. We visit with our friends in their houses or 
apartments. 

6. My spouse/Date has taken vacations without me 
(even if only for a day or two). 

7. We try to resolve our disagreements immediately. 

B. We embrace in public places. 

9. We tell each other hOM such Me love or care 
about each other. 

10. My spouse/mate tells De (i.e., tries to influence) 
"hat magazines or books to read and/or "hat 
television shoMs to watch. 

11. We decide together hOM to arrange the furniture 
and set up various rools in our home. 

12. We go to bed at different times 

13. Hy spouse/mate encourages Ie to use sy talents, 
even if it leans sOle inconvenience to hiD/her. 

14. Host of our friends knoH each other. 

Always Never 
1 2 3 4 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

2 3 4 567 

1 2 3 456 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 & 7 

2 3 4 5 & 7 

1 2 3 4 5 & 7 

1 2 3 45& 7 

1 2 3 4 5 & 7 

1 2 3 4 5 & 7 

2 3 4 5 & 7 

2 3 456 7 

1 2 3 4 567 



15. We talk lore about tasks and accomplishments 
than about feelings and affection. 

lb. We feel a need to resolve the disagreements or 
oppositions that arise betHeen us. 

17. I open Iy spouse/late's personal mail without 
asking permission. 

18. I feel free to interrupt Iy spouse/mate when 
he/she is concentrating on something if he/she is 
in my presence. 

19. I tell (i.e., try to influence) Iy spouse/late 
which magazines or books to read and/or "hat 
television shows to Hatch. 

20. Ky spouse/mate reassures and cOlforts Ie "hen I am 
feeling 10M. 

21. My spouse/mate forces me to do things that I do 
not "ant to do. 

22. My spouse/mate expresses his/her feelings and 
reactions to Ie. 

23. I get the feeling that my spouse/mate can read my 
mind. 

24. We eat our meals (i.e., the ones at home) at the 
sale time every day. 

,5. We seek neH friends and outside experiences. 

,b. We are likely to argue in front of friends or in 
public places. 

,7. I have BY own private workspace (study, Horkshop, 
utility room, etc.). 

2B. We cook and eat our meals separately, even when He 
are both at home. 

,9. I feel free to invite guests hODe Hithout 
informing Iy spouse/mate. 

30. I have taken separate vacations frOB my spouse/ 
mate even if only for a day or tHO. 

Always Never 119 
1 , 3 4 567 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 , 3 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 , 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 345 6 7 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 , 3 4 5 b 7 

1 ,34 5 b 7 

1 , 3 4 5 b 7 

2 3 4 5 b 7 

2 3 4 5 b 7 

1 , 3 4 5 b 7 

1 , 3 4 5 b 7 

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 

1 , 3 456 7 



31. He express anger with each other. 

32. I feel free to ask ay spouse/mate to communicate 
his/her true feelings to me. 

33. In our house, we keep a fairly regular daily tile 
schedule. 

34. We share many of our personal belongings with 
each other. 

35. If I can avoid arguing about sOle probleas, they 
"ill disappear. 

36. My spouse has his/her own private workspace 
(workshop, utility rooa, study, etc.). 

37. My spouse/a ate tries to persuade De to do 
soaething that 1 do not "ant to do. 

3B. We talk about the present. 

39. We serve the main meal at the same time every day. 

40. My late complains if I open his/her personal mail 
without permission. 

41. It bothers me if a guest goes into our 
refrigerator or fixes himself/herself some coffee 
in our home. 

42. If I am Horking or concentrating on sODething, I 
ignore the presence of my spouse/late. 

43. When I am angry with my spouse/mate, J'll say 
nothing rather than something that 1 will be 
sorry for later. 

44. We openly express our disagreements with each 
other. 

45. Events in our house/apartment occur without any 
regularity. 

46. Our time schedule varies quite a bit frOB day to 
day. 

Always Never 120 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 345 6 7 

123 4 567 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



Please CIRCLE the number that best shoHs hOM you feel about the statement. 
(1) Stongly Agree; (2) Agree; (3) Moderately Agree; (4) Undecided; 
(5) Moderately Disagree; (6) Disagree; (7) Strongly Disagree. 

47. Life is filled Nith so many contradictions that I 
am not certain how to interpret "hat it all leans. 

48. Our life together seems more exciting than that 
of most couples I know. 

49. We cooperate Nell in resolving our conflicts. 

50. It is Dore important to share good feelings with 
each other than it is to share bad feelings. 

51. I think that Me joke around and have more fun 
than oost couples. 

52. Infidelity (unfaithfulness) in marriage is 
inexcusable. 

53. Relationships should not interfere Hith each 
person's pursuit to discover his/her OHn potential. 

54; Often the only Nay to gain perspective on a 
situation is to see its absurdity. 

55. Our Hedding ceremony was (Nill be) very 
important to us. 

56. Pictures, mementos, and other objects that have 
a special leaning for a couple should be displayed 
in their home so that others can see thee. 

57. A good motto for our relationship is ·Care deeply 
but remain composed." 

58. It is important for a couple (or a family) to 
attend church (synagogue) and, "hen possible, to 
attend together. 

59. Sex is very important in our relationship. 

60. I think it is important for one to have some 
private space Hhich is all his/her own and separate 
from one's mate. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree Disagree 

1 2 3 4 567 

123 456 7 

2 3 4 567 

2 3 456 7 

123 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 456 7 

1 234 567 

1 2 3 4 567 

1 2 3 456 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

123 456 7 

1 2 3 456 7 

2 3 4 5 b 7 

2 3 4 S 6 7 

121 



61. Children should be taught the traditions and 
customs which are their heritage. 

62. Once faaily plans are lade, they should not be 
changed without a very good reason. 

63. Family secrets should not be shared with friends, 
no latter hOM close they are. 

64. Our society, as we see it, needs to regain faith 
in the IaN and in our institutions. 

65. The Beaning of life and our purpose in it is very 
clear to us. 

66. The ideal relationship is one which is marked by 
novelty, humor, and spontaneity. 

67. In ~arriage/close relationships there should be no 
constraints or restrictions on individual freedol. 

68. There sees to be aany ainor crises in our lives. 

69. A Homan should take her husband's last name when 
she marries. 

70. We can go for long periods of time without 
spending much time together as a couple. 

71. We communicate to one another a greater range and 
intensity of feelings than most couples I knoH. 

72. It is better to hide one's true feelings in order 
avoid hurting your spouse/sate. 

73. With my spouse/mate, I tell it like it is no 
matter what the consequences. 

74. Partners should be frank and spontaneous in 
conversations Kith one another, even if it leads 
to disagreements. 

75. In a Darriage/close relationship, privacy is Bore 
important than togetherness. 

Strongly Strongly 122 

Agree Disagree 
1 2 3 4 567 

1234567 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 456 7 

1 2 345 6 7 

1 2 345 6 7 

1 2 345 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 456 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



76. In a relationship, each individual should be 
permitted to establish the daily rhythm and tile 
schedule that suits hi~/her best. 

77. In our relationship, we feel that it is better to 
engage in conflicts than to avoid them. 

Strongly Strongly 123 

Agree Disagree 
123 4 5 b 7 

1 2 3 456 7 
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